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THOUGHTS UPON AGRICULTURE BY EMINENT MEN.

Nothing

is our own; we hold our pleasures
.1 ust a little while, ere they are fled;
One hy one life robs ns of our treasures-Nothing is our own except our dead.

morning walks, which generally led down

Chestnut street. Whether the fact that he oeeasionally met Miss Romer on her way to the
store, aiid once or twice walked with her,
had anything todatvith the matter or not I
can't say, but after such occasions, I do
know that the spiritsjof Mr. Douglas Lennox
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in the meantime, was ravaging the unhappy flatter the
the minds of the young iu the direction "of agriculand went, and then she said, looking up with
passions and cajole the understanding of
at ii goes tn tlie “root of the matter at once.
and go to such one?” asked Douglas.
Whole families perished daily, and the the people is not the highest object of any honest
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1 had rather you did
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Dr. Morse said that if thev were to oiler a prem- cause he uses it; but let. the blacksmith stop using
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a
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the
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sto it added,
>i » oole, or some other famous pugilist, ami have and-by becomes like the arms of other men.
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“Mr. Sheldon is coming this way, 1 should peated
the valleys below. In the meantime,the Roman who eanuot reward you with office or money. If
-plendid prize-tight. He spoke ot the training is iu all the other departments of industry and life.
tell me why, Miss Homer.”
theological opinions conform to your ideas of
which pugilists go through, nnd the muscular de- So long as a man keeps his brain active,just so lose my place here if he heard what. I said.
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“A little,” she answered faintly, then once rams,
these Agricultural Pairs have been the means ot several seasons the lawful prey of nil the manfresh rampart built behind it. In one attack posterity is not likely to reverse. Political power
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*
she would have held had she been a queen. taken.
wiim»ut h »i-«• racing" and gambling, necessarily
summoned
the
of
to their I ably secure from the praises of this venal tribe;
rest
the
ets,
army
In tlie Massachusetts legislature last year, 1
not tell me any such thing, for
“You
shall
And when, rather early next morning, he
ami their abuse i- />rhnn fnri- evidence of a charidtud thereto, that it aii.-h entertainments he heard an educated man
remark, that it was per- took ids
I do not mean to part, with you at all. 1 un- aid. The tower once carried, the Romans! acter at least
negatively good. It is not wortli
tried to force their wav into the Temple, and i
way to (lie same store, Douglas ae- ■ derstand
''—ary to make u pay. then why not introduce fectly superfluous to have an agricultural college,
1
and
would
what
mean,
while
for you or me to trouble ourselves about posyou
give
iavail -e tlie more you educated farmers, tlie worse knowledged to himself that his purchase was
a hand-to-hand fight ensued, which term in- i
j
‘-di-t'c ■•nieitaiuinent-.vvhat some rail‘muscular
life—rather
than
infor
will not
take much
mv
terity,
posterity
workers lliey become. If that is tlie sentiment of
merely an excuse, and his real object an lion- I my right hand—yes,
ated in the Romans being driven hack to the account of us. No doubt you probably
o -tianiiyami other mm gros-er exhibition- ol
did all in your powthe farming community, that they do not need
Hut l suppose even a shop girl
jure
you.
est
interest
a
and
warm
desire
to
see!
in,
tower of Antonia.
The Jews, now seeing er to subvert the free institutions of our ltevohiliouOi.oii-in u -en-uali-111 '•
We -aw ii lately -luted education, then I say woe will befall Hie country,
may have an honest lover, a husband, and a the
fathers, and to debauch the political morals of
aud Instead of advancing in civilization, we shall again the winning face which had haunted
Temple in danger, and assault recom- ary
;.r paper that Two female
Miss Homer—Helen—If I oiler you
home.
pugilists,—-a Variety
the utmost exertion of your abilisince
him
retrograde. Bill that is not H ue. Neither is it
yesterday.
set lire to the cloister that ruined the country; but
v 1,..
mencing,
s.
the
ties lias not sufficed to raise you above the com,)ming quite too common we exceed- true that tlie country has not advanced upon tlie
That she recognized him Douglas telt sure j these, will you aeeept them ?”
and j mon tile of
and
the
castle
of
the
Antonia,
Temple
Helen Homer trembled so that she was
partisans wlm have engaged in the
basis of education. Our farmers have read agri- lrom the faint, sweet
> ■> 1 egret io shv—were it training for au ugridilsmile, which again dim- i
prepared for a desperate resistance in their |I same evil work. Outlie other hand, the cause of
oil lair.
Why not; if what will pay is to be cultural I looks and papers, have formed agricul- pled the corners of her small mouth. Rut he I obliged to sit down again. “You cannot last
In
this
I
tural societies, and held agricultural fairs, and the
stronghold.
conflagration many liberty regulated by law has hail a crowd of advotolerated, ay. advocated and pul into practice.
said nothing except about the goods. He mean it,” she faltered. “Oh, Mr. Lennox, of the Romans,
result lias been that tlie tanning
too eagerly, per-1 cates so intimtely superior to me that my feeble etadvancing
community
me
!"’
don’t
tritle
with
forts cannot be expected to attract the notice ol fuIt it be believed and can be proved that the true throughout the l otted States has licou
ished.
growing in- looked at her. however, with an early glance ]
in
sat
down
and
took
beside
ture generations.
her,
Douglas
objects ot our agricultural fairs or cuttle shows. -o telligent and prosperous, and capable of enioyiug of honest admiration, and when, in making i
within
all
this
the
famine
fighting,
During
Yon make no attempt to justify your abuse of
tlie advantages of civilization.
the change, her soft hand accidentally touch- his own one of the little hands he had longed the
Well Set to! ii by 1 In* e--avi-i above, have ceased
city grew worse and worse. The wretch- Mr. Buchanan; you do not repeat your charge
A Plea for the Boys and Girls,
so to hold and caress.
I
would
“Hod
knows
ed
it
sent
a
whole
thrill through his
frame.
his,
ed people ate their shoes, belts, and even against Mr. Toucey of scattering t lie ships of the
i.jugrr to ultra t public attention, then why nomij You a,, not find the young men or tlie girls in our
to render that arm powerless; nor do vou
Whew 1” he said to himself, lifting his not trifle with j’ou; dear girl,” he said sol- the leather
* il v
keep them up- when, really, those attending districts indifferent to the privileges ot their class,
throngs of their shields. Friends navy
“and
He
Ido
mean it, as I
knows
uow pretend to a-sert that Mr. Thompson was
emnly;
t hey do not want to tie shut out irom amusements hat and drawing a free breath as he left the
broke
into
for
and
robbers
ben* care nothing for farm stock, and farm and
food,
every guilty of robbing the Indian trust funds. But you
in my life before. 1 fought
never meant
or from I lie pleasures of society.
< >ne great reason store.
“Douglas Lennox, I believe in my have loved anything
house where it. was known that corn was oft'er’uo reparation, nor even make au cxoti-e, for
garden pis-dud-; Why should the ('ommonwealth j why Hie
you, Helen—let me call you so— hidden.
young men abandon the farms, and the soul you’re captivated at last!
And that, too,
a
well- the wantou and unprovoked injury which you tried
vl'issachnsetts pay thousand- upon thousands of young girls leave their homes for the
Josephus even mentions
workshop and by a little shop girl whose name you don’t ev- ever since the first time I noticed you in the known case of a woman of wealth from be- to commit upon the character of the living and the
<llm out of a
overburdened Treasury to sup-1 tlie factory, is because their parents grind them
1
have longed to take you away
store, and
of the dead. You sullenly permit .judgdown loo much, and do not give them file advan- en know ! Wonder what sister Hell would
ot what are nominally called rattle
yond Jordan who ate her own child. The| memory
ment to lie rendered against you l>v nil dir'it.
1
Shows, the tages they should have. The
And as he thought of his stylish sister from your toil, and surround you with luxu- walls of the
farmer who is loo say !”
were so massive as to mention this
Temple
.Hid f»t which countv societies are, iu many iuonly to say, that ir vei v serimi-lv afniggardly to open hi- purse and give to his children entering that very store, and perhaps trading ry. I am able to do this Helen, for I am resist the battering-rams for six days, so Ti- fects your credibility
the
other
7’dupon
points.
m.becoming little more or better than horse- all tlie privileges of their class in society, will of with that very little girl, entirely unconscious wealthy, though I would not tell you so be- tus
gave orders to burn down the gates. At shs in uno.fahns in omnibus.
,,l!; i'atks.
The fact will* h came out at the late course see them desert him.
that her brother’s eye had ever rested admir- fore.”
You pervert my words and ray meaning when
the
Jews
a
alter
The only way to keep ourbovs and girls at home
desperate resistance,
“And I am only a poor girl, with nothing last,
Fugluud Fail, that farmers refused to exhibit is to give them the same
on the sweet face, Douglas
say that I represented Mr. Thompson as being
were driven into the inner court and the you
laughed to offer in return,"
privileges that the boys ingly
above the range of ordinary mortals. I merely desaid Helen, softly.
miiirn -t" k on the track, in
aloud.
and
of
other
families
have.
of
Give
the
girls
consequence
was set on fire and destroyed, in clared that his mental
boys'a
ability, good sense, and com»v to n the exhibition was
“Nothing! you have the most precious Temple
Well, after the little speech he made as lie
reported slim, they say- chance to earn money to educate themselves'and
to save it. mon honesty placed him very tar beyond you who
become intelligent. It is not because our young left the
that ever comes to a man in the spite of all the efforts of Titus
possession
1
think
can
»**.*• and very pertinently too, we thought,
about
store,
if their men bate
you
imagine
When the Jews first saw the flames spring had assailed him with a false charge of felonious
work, it is because they hate to be ignor- what
You do not see tbc justice of ibis comk had tailed to attract visitor- to the
followed. It was astonishing how world—you have a woman’s heart, my darpens or ant, amt it is this very bate of ignorance which is
up, Josephus says, they raised a great shout robbery. and
!
?”
Will
me
that
you
ling
give
you think that if f had not been a
parison,
little purchases Douglas found he could
i:dl- when Miown, then they should not be to the now tilling up our agricultural colleges.
many
of
t
lie
deof
and
sixteen
thousand
Although
despair,
mere lawyer," having little acquaintance or assoAnd Helen, blushing deeply, but brave
And
Mble and risk .<i taking it out on the track to tlie State of Connecticut lias abolished her Board not do without, in the next few weeks.
The
fenders
inthe
fire.
Romans, ciation with statesmen," I might have entertained
perished
and fearless in tier confidence in him, raised
of Agriculture, L apprehend that another vear it from
I* »w it to those who had taken their
dropping at any store he happened to her clear
in the fury of the assault, burnt down the a different notion. Although I consider ray calling
position to will rise like the phienix from its ashes more brillito his, and answered:
eyes
he
went
to
to tie as reputable as any that you ever followed,
store.
one
pass,
v. itness the ‘horse
particular
treasury chambers, filled with gold and other either before
racing.’
Sdisiblemeu, we sav. ant than before, because no New England State can And it it only
“If you will take it Mr. Lennox.”
or after you look up the trade of a
so happened that he was waited on
back in this matter; they are bound to go forand
all
the
into
which
mulili.- feeling among tanners is
go
riches,
cloisters,
And Lennox, too deeply moved to speak,
becoming more ward. [It. Goodman,
politician, you may iuake what deduetian you
by
any other than one particular clerk, he had
ot Jews had filled, expecting sometitudes
mauitest. uiid ju tly so, we Ibuik.
on
account from the value of my judgthat
drew her close to his heart, as they sat in
What is the
please
the blues all day in consequence.
“The Good Time Coming.”
remedy tor this ev il, that has become no common
the thick shadow, and pressed his first kiss thing miraculous, as their false prophet had ment; but you must not interfere with my unt have no doubt that the day will come
How
lie
to
learn
tier
name,
earnestly
longed
when
right to believe (as I do most devoutly)
predicted. Titus now attacked the upper doubted
and popular:
farming will receive as its groundwork the same nobody knew but hirnslf. He dared not ask upon her lips.
and raised banks against it, at which that it would take a great many Wilsons to make
city,
As Slate.I alioyc, two ol the best Slate
which
everv other business
Helen’s
of
toil
were
intelligence
over,
one
days
wearyng
Thompson.
Agricnlrequires tier, and lie did not know how else he should
about lorty thousand of the inhabitants deand then we shall find that, so far from
It was not to be expected that Governor Floyd
in at Societies, unit so fur as we are able to
being an learn. Hut “fortune favors the brave,” you but slip never forgot, while reigning queen
judge
serted to the Roman camp. The final re- would escape pour maledictions. No public man
unprofitable
pursuit, so far from being an-ungenerof
her
husband’s
how
his
]|.e best in this
princely home,
so one
country, tlie Illinois and the New ous avocation, so far from
morning, while he was busily
sistance was very feeble, for the Jews were ever provoked such a storm of popular wrath as
denying pleasure to know,
t ..11, s lute
Societies, have never introduced horse those who follow it, it will yield these advantages. seleting some cambric handkerchiefs from a love sought her out when she was “only a now disheartened. The Romans, once mas- he did. The President, who had trusted him,
There is not a man here who will not bearme box, tiie
. acing, and
girl.”
withdrew his contideuce, drove him from his counyet they are tin* foremost State Societies
proprieter of the store came up and shop
witness that, no matter in what department of busiAnd many a young girl who stood in her ters of the walls, spread like a deluge over sels, and ordered him to be indicted for malversa1 ’r a- we are able to
addressed her, calling her “Miss Homer.”
all
the
judge, both from observa- ness a man is engaged, it is intelligence,
slew
Jews
in
the
the
met
city,
they
tion in office. His colleagues left him to his fate,
not anv
found a t rue friend and
.u and Irnni the results
Douglas flashed a quick, pleased glauce at former position
and set. fire to the houses. In and there was nobody in all this land to take his
accruing therefrom, as particular method, that brings out profitable rein the beautiful and petted narrow lanes,
vhibited in their alile and valuable annual reports. sults. It was not the needle-gun of Prussia that con- her, and the color deepened on the young ready helper
He had some qualities which commanded
of
these
found
entire
families
part.
many
they
wife of Douglas Lennox.
H, well remember in connection with Hie New quered France, but tlie intelligence behind the gun
girl’s cheek as she met it with her eve."
deail of hunger, and these places, in their the respect of folks like you as long as lie lived aud
ami Hie man who handles the lioe, the scythe, or
moved among you. But absent, unfriended, de“Miss Homer,” he repeated, “Iain glad I
'i '1'k State
Managing a Husband. “How ilo you horror, the soldiers left unplundered. The fenceless, dead—fallen
Society, tlint a popular band of music the mowing machine with the intelligence that
in a lost cause and buried in
have
learned
because
remindname,
your
you
ottered to play within their fair grounds gratis, yet every American young man should have is the man
manage your husband, Mrs. Croaker? Sueh Romans, weary at last of slaying, Titus gave au obscure grave—he was the very man of all
ed
me
of
sister.”
It
ih.
my
(Oh, Douglas!
orders that no Jew, unless found with arms others, in or out of the world, whom your magnada job as I have of it with Smith !”
trustees or Board of Managers refused, rc- who will conquer the fields of this country.
wasn’t because she looked like her then !)
Education for the Farmer.
"
“Easiest tiling in the world, my dear; in his hand, should be killed. But some imity would prompt you to attack. But why did
I'kiiig-t.i this ed'ect, “That we ha»'■ never found
Hie
of
“1
have
no
or
subject
education for Hie farmer, 1
sisters,
brothers either,” said
Upon
you not charge him with misconduct in the tiauanue.
give him a twitch backward when you want soldiers went on butchering the old and in- cial
esaary (0 add anything to the legitimate ob- apprehend there is one point that
management of his department? That might
might be alluded stie, sadly.
and
the
into
and
women
him
For
to
..t an
forward.
firm,
instance, you see,
driving
youths
go
have provoked a comparison between him and
Agricultural Exhibition to attract visi- to with advantage. By education, for a long time
“Have you not ?” said Lennox,
court
of
the
The
under
the
males
1
of
cake
had a loaf
to make.
we meant a course of study that educated him in
pityingly.
-and we sec nr,
Temple.
Well,
Cameron, much to the disadvantage ol' the latter,
good reason now for departing those
I should be very lonely without mine, to-day
branches of study which fitted him for Ins
do you suppose because my body is in the seventeen were sent to the Egyptian mines; whom you wished to court, flatter, and whiteic.m our usual
course; you will, therefore, appre- calling. By an educated man, we meant a
I have only one sister. Now that f
wash. Therefore yon preferred to take up the exman though
room that my soul need be'there, too? several thousands were given to provincial
.au our reason lor
declining your generous oiler.” trained in our colleges and higher seminaries of have learned your name, may 1 tell yon pastry
charge of sending guns and munitions to
I am thinking of all sorts of amphitheatres to fight with the gladiators ploded
Not
a bit of it.
W old that all agricultural
the South l'or the use ot' the secessionists in the
societies took like con- learning, which traiuiug was fitted to make men of mine ?”
and
wild
but
before
all
could
be
sent
celes
the
tial
while.
beast;
Your
tirst paper had nothing in it on this
and
war.
and
of language, not men of works
things
,.,lcnt, high and honorable gr^md, and those that thought
“11 you please,” said Miss llomer.
and deeds. We have now an education provided
Now, Croaker lias a way ot tagging round away, eleven thousand of them perished subject except the bald assertion, and I was con.iiuiot be supported thereon, let
“It
is
them go down, for our farmers and our mechanics which is
Donglas Lennox, at your service. at my heels, and bringing me plump down, from famine. Altogether.in this cruel siege, tent with a naked denial. But in your last you
designOK, the sooner the (letter.
with a more extended averment, and
I.et n<>
to make them eminently practical men, ami I'lease consider the owner your friend. Alias in the
midst ot my aerial (lights, by asking there perished eleven hundred thousand come back
Society be Kept ed
what you seem to suppose will lie taken
while
it
foundation in a correct knowledge of Homer,” said the
lays
produce
so gravely and
"to nominally as a < 'utile Show, but
man,
young
This
is
Jews.
enormous
multitude
accountme the price of the
really for Hie sciences, it is not
I.et
as evidence by at least some of your readers.
sugar I’m using.
;
designed to educate them out
Lars? racing an.I oilier i-ic hn\\
<,v
tlcnmralizino- of their callings, hut in them, and I trust that we kindly that she could not be offended.
Well, you see, it drives me frantic! and ed for by the fact, that when Titus sat down us took at it.
“Thank
she
Then
01
said,
House
shall many of us live to see tlie effects of this eduyou,”
A committee was appointed !>y the
ih'iultnfie**.]
simply.
when 1 woke up this morning, and saw the before Jerusalem, the city was full of people
in Jauuary, 1881, io ascertain liow
cation, adapted to the wants of the farming com- pushing the box of handkerchiefs near him furious storm, I knew I had hint on
all
of
from
come up to cele- ltepresentatives
.Tudiea,
parts
my
the public arms distributed during the year 1880
munity. [T. S. Cold.
added, “Do these please you ?”
brate the Feast of Unleavened Bread.
hands for the day, unless I
t'.KMtnv fur Worms in IIorsf.8,
I’m a hand
had been disposed of. Mr. Floyd was not present
managed right;
Who are the Beat Farmers.
Douglas was very quick to take the gentle so I told him that I hoped he wouldn’t
ml ill -illed wood allies into u (jnurt bottle. and til
out
at the investigation; ho had not a friend on the
go
Something has been said here about who should reminders which she gave him, that he was
die bottle with cider
It
wilUOain
like
such
and
catch
his
death
s
if
that
he
vinegar.
committee; it was “organized to convict” him if it
weather;
undertake to sav that the poorest
i
im..„
ln<‘.rs‘-1
Goon. A member once said to a minister could. It reported the evidence, but gave no judgIds stay, so he turned his atten- wasn’t
8*»ss ot soda. It should lie given to the horse tlm
are the men who were prolonging
capable ot taking care of himself, I
'ms worms (tie
\ew England
fam- ment criminating him with the offence you accuse
moment it foams. Two bottles wil
'<>*<• have lived there all their tion to the handkerchiefs.
should do it for him; that it, was very lone- who wanted a little more salary as his
ine Ihi- worst ease
ivs
'ann,.
ot worms.
For forty years i
Il chanced that Miss Homer still let her
increased : “I did not know you preached him of. On the contrary the opinion was expressthe best farmers in Massachusetts
iis»e never
some rainy days and that I wanted him to ily
known it to fail, where this reined)
ed
the chairman that the charges were founded
,,om 0,1 1,10 f™ and went hand rest on the
vvaedge of the box. It was a stay at home and talk with me; at any rate for money.” “No,I don’t,” said the minister. in by
applied al onep. \
“rumor, speculation and mirapprehension.”
)!., in Country Gentle- :! away to mnlWere
returned
for
“So
I
imM>
“I
ui an.
white
for
souls.”
small,
lien
very
hand, with little dimples lie mustn’t go out; and I hid his umbrella
nrsi
first inte.
lm e
thought y»u preached
But you take up the reported evidence ami try to
Why? L'-Ut
Vot because lliev were
at the joints, and pink, shell-like
0
nails; and India rubbers. Well, of course, he was do. But I couldn’t live on souls; and il I make out a ease which the committee did not
be<^“se t,iey
taste
1 hat Hwh’ere
lor it.
out by carefully suppressing all the principal
!
That
r
size
make
take
the
of
and
would
a
it
Lennox, who was a passionato admirer
An Arkansas
good many
|s wlieie farmers miss il exceedingly
right end up, (.just as I expected!) and in could, to make a meal.”
lawyer being engaged to ;111
to their
facts and misstating the others.
do not inquire wifu of pretty hands, longed to
sons.,
They
in
his
>fg»rd
them
a
yours
suit
less
clasp
than ten minutes was streaking down
[iinsecute
against a widow, seeing that is the taste ot their boys, what the bent of their
Your charge of fraudulently sending arms to the
own, and press them to his lips. Hut he was street at the rate of ten
to; was
South cannot be true of the heavy caiinon made at
knots an hour. You
going to be beateji, married the de- minds. 1 hat should always he eonsiderd. If a a chivalrous
and
would
no
more
gentleman,
sec there’s
One Cajit. Stafford of Kentish Town, Lon- Pittsburg for the forts iu Louisiana and Texas,
iendant, discharged her attorney, won his hoy wants to tie a lawyer you may keep him fornothing like understanding huhave taken any liberty with the humble shop man
ever on the land and you cannot make a
ease handily, and eollected the
advertises a “remarkable physiological because they were not sent at all. Floyd gave an
no
be
woman
should
farmer
of
married
don,
nature;
money, and him. His natural hem must he
order to ship them on the 20th of December, 1800,
than with the highest lady in the land.
indulged or vou
girl
till she is throughly posted up in this branch discovery,” by means of which persons can but it was
then ran away with it.
3
revoked by the President before a gun
ruin him for life.
About this time Douglas took to early of her education.”
in
and
of
was started.
It is, ot course, possible that Floyd,
hight
symmetry
ligure.
(increase
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well as a sharp man, and n
who knew all the facts of the
ease, and understood Floyd’s attitude with regard
to secession and uniou as well as
anybody in the
whole country, cheer fully set about the busine-s of
out
the
it
was
not in writorder, though
carrying
ing, and testified that he had no suspicion of anv
improper object or motive in it. In fact and iii
truth, Floyd was not, in sentiipent or in action, u
secessionist until after he saw that the breach between himself and the President, which originalni
in other matters, was irreparable. Up to the limp
when he got notice that he must resign, he wasteadily opposed to the Southern movement, an,1
the bitterest enemies be had were the lending men
of that section. Colonel Mavnadier says that “be
was regarded throughout the country as a strong
advocate of the Uniou and opponent of secession
and he adds as a confirmation of this, that “he hat!
,recently published over his own signature in a
Richmond paper a letter in this subject, which
gained iiini high credit in the North for his boldness in rebuking the pernicious views ofmauy in
his own State." Alter tie found the whole Administration against him. lie was driven bv sire,- o|
necessity into the ranks ot the pnrtv which he had

previously opposed.

The great and important fact to which the resolution of the House directed anil confined th-; attention of llic committee, and which is made perfectly dear bv the evidence, you do not refer to at
all, but keep it carefully out’of sight from beginning to end of your statement. The question wa,
and is, whether the Secretary of War under the
Buchanan Administration did' at any time subsequent to the first of January. 1*60. treacherously
dispose of guns and munitions for the purpose
giving to the South an advantage in the wav wliii. a
the leaders in that section intended to make again-i
the Federal Government. This wa«the “rumor,

speculation, and misapprehension” to which lbchairman of the committee alluded; this i» sul
stantiallv what the partisan newspapers and stump
orators have asserted and reasserted over and ovt-i
again, until thousands of persous in every par; o,
the country have been made to believe it: thlwhat you meant by your first article, and wh«i
voi, persist in and reaffirm by your last.
Now ex
amine the facts. There was a law almost coeval
with the government, lor the di-tributlon of arm
among the dilferent States, according to their representation in Congress, for the use of their iiii,
tia. Under this law the Ordinance Bureau, without : uv special order from the head of the depart
ment. gave to each State that applied for il her
proper quota of muskets and rifles of the lies', p
tern and make provided for the regular ariuy.
During the year 1*60 the number of musket'
distril uted was exactly *,422. of which the South
ern States received 2,001. while the Northern States
got nearly throe times that numlier. to wit, 6,2v.
Some long-range rifles of the army calibre wers
distributed. The aggregate number amounted to
1,72*, and they all went to Northern States i-v.
70S, about half enough for ene regiment, which
were divided between Virginia. Kentucky. Tennessee, North Carolina, Mississippi, and l.oniviana, the other States ol the South receiving non
Why did you conceal those facts? Von knew them.
and you could not help hut sec their strict relevancy and great importance. Perhaps you did mu
know that the suppressio veri is as had as the -ip
gestio falsi, and thought it fair to make out a criminal charge agaist a dead rebel by keeping back
much of the truth as did not suit your purpose.
The fact that the Southern States neglected to
take their proper and iust ijuotas. which they
might have got for the asking, satisfied the committee, and no doubt fully convinced you, that there
could have been no fraudulent combination in lstio
between them and the War Department to roll the
That
Government of its arms for their benefit.
concluded the wlioie case, since it was impossible
for a sane man to believe that such a plot could
have been formed and acted upon at a previous
time and yet had no existence in the year immediately preceding the war. Nevertheless, the coni
inittee went back, and it was proved that in ISis.
before any war was apprehended—before the elr.
tion of Lincoln was dreamed of—before the divv—
ion of the Democracy, which made his election
possible with a million majority again.,t him
Flovd ordered a transfer of I to,00c) muskets from
Northern to ■southern arsenals. This you parade
with a great nourish as evidence of a most wicked
robbery. But here we find yon again at the di-lugenuous business (is not that a soft pliraseD of
keeping back a truth which would have spoiled tin
force of your story. These arms were all worthless and unserviceable. We had oOO.OOP of them,
they cumbered the Northern arsenals, and could
not be used; a law had been passed to author,
the sale of them: they were offered for a year at
two dollars and fifty cents apiece, about one-temh
the price of a good gun, and they could uut lie s ■
Twice a considerable number were sold, hut
off.
the purchasers upon further examination rrfu-.-.1
to take them. Of these tiOO.OOO condemned lut,kets, tiie Secretary of War in 1 s.Y 1 ordered 11 i.uml
to tie sent to the South, doubtless for the mere >u,
veuience ol storage. To "weapon the rebellion
with arms like these would have insured it- destruction the instant its forces came into the pre—
ence of troops having the improved modern gnu in
their hands. Floyd could not have done a givatei
injury to the southern cause than this would b»v
been. Nor i- il possible to believe that ■Southern
leaders would have conspired with him to purloin
these u-eless arm- in ls.V.i, and ilieti, in ItWt, th
dined to take Ihe share that legally belonged to
them of the be-t muskets and titles ever invented
All these fads appear in the evidence reported |.»
the committee, from which yon pretend to !c making fair and candid citations, and you -ay out .a
word about them.
If von were “a mere lawyer," or any latvy.-r at
all. mil I would go before u judicial tribunal mutil
Hting the truth after this fashion, you would Immediately he expelled from ihe profe—iou. and uo
judge would ever perm'l you to open your mouth
ill u court of justice again.
If you would appear
as a
wilue-s,' and in'that character testify to tic
contents ot a written document in the way you
have set out this report to your readers, il might
lie followed by verv disagreeable rnii-eipien, e-.
which l will not -ho.-l, your polite t s' by uwn<

■

tioniug.

Mr. < oiili. wiiiie secretary ol me i rea-ury. p,;iformed hi- duties with singular purity, uprightXu enemy lias ever ventured
ness und ability.
point out a single pnlilie art done in tliat depart
mcnt by bim of which tlie wisdom, the lawfulne.-,
or the hone-tv could be even doubted. The disjointed and loose accusation of your lir-t pat*, rimplied that by some orli’ial delinquency lie bad ptn
posely disorganized the fiscal machinery of the
Government, or olherwi-e perpetrated some in ti,
cions mischief on t lie public credit. Now how.- >
er, you are reduced to the old and never-failing i.-sort of ‘-treasonable utterances": something that
lie said in private conversation had tin- eileci of ia
Hiring the eredit of the I'uited Slates. Wlm Wail? It is well known that the prices of all securities, public and private, begun logo down ininn-.ti
atelv upon the Presidential election of lsdo. and
continued going down for year- afterwards. 1this attributable to the lreasonable mteranees ol
Thomas, and Dix. and Chase? But what Isthenof pursuing such a subject? Mr, t'ohli was dea l
and you felt a sort of neee-sity fordoing some d
spite upon his grave, I'lti- feeble absurdity waall you could do.
I considered myself hound to defend Mr. Stanton against the praise which described his character as infamous. Down to the time of his apo-ts-v
we were close and intimate friend-, and 1 thought
I knew hint as well as one man could be known t
ano’her. I do not claim that he owed tne .anything: for 1 made no sacrifices of myself or any
body else ft* serve him. I advanced hint in lbproiession and thereby improved hi* furluue. hut
he got nothing in that way for which he did imi
render equivalent services. I strove long and id
last successfully, to remove the prejudices of M
Buchanan and others against him, heeause l
thought them unjust, and f>eoau-e it was inconven
ient for me that the President should not trust u
I reman in whom I had unlimited confidence.
commended him pressingly for Postmaster-Genet
al upon the death of Mr. Brown, -olelv for the reason that the exigencies of the public service in that
department required a man ot his great ability and
industry. I caused him to he appointed Attorney
General, because I knew (or thought I knew.t that
he and t were in perfect accord on all questions,
whether of law or policy, which he might have t
derl with, and because 1 ws- sure that he would
handle them not only with fidelity hut with consummate skill. But though be was not in my debt
the apparent warmth of hi- nature impelled hint
to express his gratitude in most exaggerated language. Alter lie took oilier uuder the l.iueolu Administration our paths diverged so widely that i
did no) ofteu see him. When f did, he sometimes
overwhelmed me. as before, with bipeibol'cal demonstrations ol thankfulness and friendship. If
his feelings ever changed, lie "died and made in*
sign" that was visible to me.
Here let me record my solemn declaration, that
I never saw anything dishonorable in his conduct
while I was associated witli him. He ueier disappointed me while lie was employed under lu
or while we were colleagues in office; and lie nc.-i
failed me in anything which I had a right to es
peet at his hands. His enemies spoke evil ot him.
but that is ‘Mlie rough brake that virtue must go
through,and I allowed no tale-bearer to .shake
my faith. My own personal knowledge docs not
enable me to'license him of any mean or disgrai.
ful act. How far you have succeeded, or may lu re
after be enabled to succeed, in proving him n treacherous hypocrite, is a question to lie considered.
Itut I am not one of your witnesses; inv testimony.
as far as it goes, is directly against you.
Under these circumstances it was impossible no
me to be quite silent when 1 saw your publication
m the “Atlantic,” or to coniine myself to a mere
vindication ot the other parties assaulted. It was
plain tome that you had “wholly misunderstood
the character of Sir. Stanton and grossly injured
him by what you supposed to tie a panegyric.
Your description of him. if accepted as true, would
compel the belief that his whole political life wa«
one long imposture; that as a trusted member of the
Buchanan Administration, he acted alternatelv the
incompatible parts ot a spy and a bully; tbal while
he was the chief law officer of the Uoveriiraenf. he
in the foulest conspiracy that ever
was
was hatched against the life, liberty, and honor of
a colleague for whom he was at lti.it very time professing unbounded friendship; that he was the
protege aud crony of Simon Cameron, ami appointed Secretary of Wav to carry out his policy;
that being so appointed, he did loyally mid feloniously ombecrle public monev to the amount c! two

engaged

i:-...ini fitly thousand dollars at

one time.
U
that you were actuated by no malicious iuto
do
to
him
honor.
meant
'too
,ii,.
According
mur moral apprehesions, all the evil you ascribed
When you wove i'or him (his
to him was good.
ui'gusting “wreath of ulcers gone to seed, you
■I might you were decorating Ids oorliu with uebapof the choicest flowers. ^ on painted a monster
t depravity, and you expected the American peoto worship ii with all the fervor of savages when
v tall down to adore the image of some hideous
demon. No doubt tbe votive ottering ot your aflee!,m tool, tins anomalous form because you behoved
that duplicity and crime employed against Detno";iis would give him the highest claim he could
1 ve on the admiration of the Abolitionists, and heaiise it did greatly increase your own esteem and
r>,gaid for him. Hut my interest in his reputation
puired that te should be properly appreciated by
that honest portion of the people who still adhere
p, the ni' >ral creed of their fathers.
I do not a«sert that vourlast paper proves nothing.
I will give von the full benefit of every fact you have
-tnblislieih So far you have shown Mr. Stanton
1
.. cinltv of the baseness you impute to him,
lint I will not yield
will iinike iio contest about it.
of
in, li to any allegation
yours unsupported by
videnco. 1 will try to save out of your hand as
much of his character as you have not already de,v cd
by redible evidence. My etfort was to take
I.on down from the pillory to which you had nailed
i. in lw the ears as "a fix'd figure for scorn to point
linger t." Y ou have done your strongest toopun re sene ot him, and any partial success which
v have rewarded your struggle must be a great
.m’lfort "t which I cannot justly deprive you. We
v, ill examine your evidence and see upon what
.ints you have made out your ease, and wherein
'..ill leave come short of your aim.
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asserted Jlmt Mr. '-tauten had been Irom
ail abolitionist in his secret heart;
men

1
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The Republican Journal quotes Andrew Jackin 18.‘57 to disprove what Andrew Jackson said
in 1824 in favor of a discriminating tariff for the
protection of American industry. With the government free from debt and a surplus in the
was sensible enough
treasury. President Jackson
to see that a high tariff was not necessary in 181*7,
our present debt
but
with
and spoke accordingly,
and need of taxation for revenue there is no doubt
that his ideas of 1824 apply, and that if he were
living he would repeat them, just as ho would have
repeated in 1801 his lormer course against southern
traitors by squelching them out unconditionally,
ami “bv the Eternal"! [Kennebec Journal.
son

professional

didates to

and business

men

who

are

out a ease.

The Journal

m

ikes

a

statement

equally

answer.

flow or |>y what means this result has
been achieved we cannot say. Barnabas,
the son of consolation, has won in the game.
Whether he played fair, or like the heathen

Chinee, had twenty-four jacks in his sleeve,
is best known to those who sat at the table.
If he

affliction of the mourners, or unduly to obtrude upon the sanctity of grief, we have felt

when it says that Jackson, had
impelled to say thus much. We can only
lie lived, ‘would have repeated in 18G1 his
add that the ways of those in power at Washformer course against southern traitors by
ington. like the dispensations of Providence,
squelching them out unconditionally.” We are inscrutable and past finding out.
know this is the belief sought to lie imposed
erroneous

upon the public mind by those who needlessly rushed the country into the late war. lint
the facts of history are otherwise, and do
not give to the Journal’s statement the least
color of truth. The dispute, in all save its

pacification, was precisely parallel with the
slavery agitation. A high tariff of duties had
been imposed for the benefit of northern
manufacturers. The South, entirely agricul-

7HE

NEW

BRANCH

RAILROAD.

The Railroad Committee, of the Legislature, have voted to report a bill for incorporating the proposed road from a point on the
Belfast Road, near Brooks, to Bangor, By
this time it is doubtless before the Legislature and on its passage.
An incident of the

presentation of the

ease

tural, wanted its supplies from the cheapest betore the Committee was decidedly rich.
market. The tariff men. with their majority It will be remembered that the stockholders
in < 'ongress, declined to yield. Demagogues of the Bay and River Railroad, at the annual
North and demagogues South, threatened meeting in this city instructed the Directors

■

-•

bile we were looking at this side of his eharacr, anil supposing it had uo other, ho was, aceorduig to your understanding of his liistorv, in “entire
nn enicnt" with the
deadly enemies oi every priniple we believed in.
I'hc mere laid that he paid vi-its la J)r. Baily is
iiothiug. It is nothing that lie there met abolition
.IAll that miglit happien, and his fidelity to
i" the < loiistltntion would moult no feather.
Blit
gai mention it as a remarkable
eircumatanee, and
if is remarkable, because abolitionists
exclusively
were in the habit of
assembling there to talk over
i hair plan i, to concoct their slanders
against the Administration, and to lay their pilots for the overthrow of the government and laws,
it was a place
where men congregated for political, not merely
for social purposes, and Mr. Stanton knew he would
be de trop unless he was one ol them. lie accordingly made himself not only acceptable, but interling, by telling them that lie was of Quaker blood
uni got liis abolitionism by inheritance; liis grandlather liberated bis slaves—lie did—and purged the
family of that sin; and Benjamin l.undy took him
hi liis knee when lie was a little boy and taught
him the piolitieul doctrine which he had never forgotten, nut which he had Opposed by every opien
u l of his life.
He was probably fresh from one of
these symposia, when he went into court in the
-u-kles case, and loudly bragged that he was the
hi of slave-holding parents; his father was a North
sroliiiian and liis mother a Virgnian. You may
-ec that part ofliis speech on page PI of the piriuteil
trial. It is hard to run with the hare and hunt
with the hounds, but Stanton seems to have mastered the difficulty.

oughly in concession, compromise the

recon-

been filed with the County Commissioners,
as required by the act of incorporation, and
consequently the act was dead by its own

Bangor

The vote to oppose the Brooks and
was the unauthorized act of ex-

road

onerated

stockholders,

directors, under

instructing illegal

null and void charter, to
enterprise, for fear of harm
a

a living
corporation

oppose

that had not even a fiction
It was a most imot law for its existence.
posing array of forces to defend the life ot a
to a

corpse.
Wo have

no belief that tho I Proctors of tho
Belfast, road will oppose the re-chartering of
the l>ay and River Road. As one of that
body, we shall certainly oppose any vote in-

structing the President,

or

any

one

else,

to

proceed to Augusta tor that purpose. We
hope not only that, tho charter may lie revived, hut that the subscribers to the stock may
renew their subscriptions, and the towns
their votes, all of which fall with the charter.
The Belfast road ran not only lend its aid to
the spread of the gospel in Brooks, hut it
can further exemplify a Christian faith by

of diverse interests in any and all doing good to them that despitefully use it.
honorable measures which could shield the
Portland is occupied with the details of a
country from the horrors of civil war. It
was fortunate for the country that the
divorce trial, in which Sarah P.
scandalous
opposition then was led by men of statesmanlike Miller sues for a divorce from Nathaniel J.
ideas.
None of them expressed the be- Miller. The parties were formerly residents

ciling

lief that “a little

bloodletting was needed”
cried “On to Richmond.”
Upon the whole, we are persuaded that
out Kennebec friend will conclude, alter a
more careful examination, that Jackson was

none

of Ellsworth, the plaintiff being a daughter
of Charles Peters, Esq. The evidence thus
far, show drunkenness, profanity, and persistent abuse of wife and children on the
part of defendant, with unreasonable jealousy

tariff advocate, and that he did of visitors to the house—that lie choked his
not “squelch out
unconditionally” the nulli- wife, chased her with a knife, threatening to
take her life, with other acts of cruelty.
fication of 1832.
Among the witnesses are Charles Peters,
Miss Phebc Peters Mrs. Nichols (sisters of
JUDGE BLACK TO SENATOR WILSON.
Col. A. W. Bradbury, and the poWe commence to-day the publication, front plaintiff)
lice officers of Portland. Miller alleges that
the February number of the Galaxy, of the
his wife was guilty of criminal connection
terrible review which Hon. Jeremiah S. Iilack
I
with Con. Shepley, and introduces evidence
makes of Senator Wilson’s eulogy upon
in the endeavor to prove the allegation.
Secretary Stanton. We say terrible, because
not a

high

it is terrible*.

Without the

employment of
opprobrious term, without the use of an
i To be
imtinucil.
epithet, and without an unkind word or suggestion, more than the Senator’s own stateBOLD BANK ROBBERY.
ment of the case gives him liberty to use, the
writer so hedges the unfortunate Senator
l'im.MU.i.i'lliA, Foil. 3. Alioul 7 o’clock about with the absurdity of his pretensions,
la it. evening, ihroc men, disguised as policehim upon spears of merciless logic,
men. went to the Kensington Hank, on the impales
him with the sword of
(

As soon as Mr. lliehborn began
&e.
talk about the injury to the Bay and RivetRoad, one of the Belfast men suggested that
there was no such corporation! A little discussion and examination of record certificates
shew that the location and survey had not
veys,

to

terms.

an

by will his body
bones to bo

possessed the card which each one supThe Journal does not state the rase fairly.
William Nye had dealt unto him, they
posed
We quoted a portion of the Coleman letter,
will probably, at a favorable moment, “go
omitted by the Journal, to show that Jackfor the Heathen Chinee.”
son was not a high tariff man, and the very
These are the considerations that suggest,
strong language of the Farewell Address as themselves in connection with this melansustaining that view. We think we made
choly event. With no desire to add to the

preceding
mlivered at Steubenville bv a man named Weld.
Passions on both sides were
!!»• disappointed all parties, including the lecturer tin; late war.
himself, by declining to come forward, though very hot, the times were
perilous, and war limned
pointedly culled for. lie made no excuse at the
dim for deserting 1 lie cause he had undertaken, but dangerously near.
aiierwariD he slipped round secretly and alone to
Now how (lid President .Jackson act in this
the private room ofthe lecturer and gave himself
Rid he ‘•squelch them out unhi as a convert.
“I meant,” said he, “to light you, emergency?
but mv gum- arc -piked, and 1 came to say that 1
Congress met in December,
conditionally”?
i:o\v see with you,” etc., etc.
It never struck Mr.
Weitl that there was anything sneaking or shabby 1832, while the fever was at its height.
The
d cii the transaction.
With the obliquity of visPresident, in his message, recommended, in
n peculiar to hi- political sect, he saw
hut
nothing
In arty frankness, independence, moral insight, the most decided terms, a reduction of the
m
keen mental force” in the conduct of a man
tariff to the revenue needs of the governIi
priv ately denounced the opinions and priniplt which In1 publicly supported : and twenty-live ment. Part on, the careful and painstaking
v
afterwards Mr. Weld piously thanks Hod on
of Jackson says—“The President
I *»I er tin* siit'li an artful dodger to serve as a leader biographer
a
In- party.
1IF.RE RECOMMENDED AM., <0! NEAUI.V AM.,
I’lie next place \,,ii ijnd him after the SteubenMi
uVaii is in tin- van of the Ohio Democracy, Til AT THE Nil.I I IT EES DEM AN DEI).’’There were
i h \. too, believed in the “beany frankness ami in
Congress then such men as Clay. Webster.
m-l' pendem-e” ifthedcclarations he made to them.
Calhoun,
Renton,
I be. sliowcd their faith by their works; the
Clayton, Verplanck.
l.egis
• tlire, bv
strict parly vote, elected him Law UeThey were party men, but they were statesan otliee which lie
sought eagerly, and re- men.
•• 'it 1 with
Appalled at the near prospect of civil
many thank-.
n
!
dl tin conflict* ofthe Buchanan administration war, they addressed themselves to the work
w nil the abolitionists and their
allies, he was an of pacification. A
compromise hill, provid•pen-mouthed opponent of the latter, lie was al■' >*'•
-oun 1 on the Kansas
question, and faithful ing for a gradual reduction of duties, was
am nigthe faithless on the
Lecompton Constitution. passed and approved by the President. Calfur a we, his Democratic associates, were
permitted to know him, no man detested more than houn went home, explained
matters, the
ic did the knavish trick ofthe abolitionists in
pre- State nullification laws were
and
repealed,
a
vote
on shivery by which it would have
"iiiim,
'" •n
expelled from Kansas and the whole trouble the storm cloud blew over.
iiic.l in Hit way they pretended to wish. lie was
We know that the view of the Kennebec
out amt out for Breckinridge in lstlrt, and
regarded
m
alvation ofthe country as hanging on the for- Journal is tin' one which its
party labors to
Mi hope of his election.
To Mr. Buchanan liimon the public mind.
Rut the truths
if. and to the members of his
impress
he
the
Cabinet,
paid
mi•• t assiduou
court, was always ready for an oeea- of history do not sustain it.
Jackson was a
oi to verve them, ami showed his devotion in
v iv
which sometimes went rather too close to oh- Democrat, and as sueh believed most thor"

hung

on

LETTER FROM BOSTON.

the Parks House, which

ed,

Boston, Feb. t>, 1871.
t

badty injured.

though

not

1 his is

destroy-

The theatre is di-

LOWEltS

was

:

teresting

hi

tiic lew books which

to lliti

professor

the

publishers—“You
of whole

gratitude

are

in-

will

secure

generations

of

the

boys by

these exciting pages, which pro
viile a quarry of wonders, such as a hundred Mayne lb ids and Kiugstoiis cannot
exhaust.” After this work had been put be

publishing

fori- tiic public, another firm here issued a
This
copy in many points not as good.
gave rise to

a

“battle of books” which took

spicy letters to The
companies. Ttie
Commit did not discourage this correspond
cnee; for printing it, it received twenty-live

the Iona of somewhat

lCommit

front the

cents per line.

I tut

rival

“Thrice

is

he armed

that hath his quarrel just" and the public decided in favor of l’.urr & < o and are buying
their

W.

publication.
LFTTFR
r.»rr

FROM

ROCKLAND.

-pondemitf o( the .Journal.

Hot Rl.AN'lo, Fell, ti, H71.
mails, for a few

As we h ive been without

md have no means ot knowing
what is going on in the outward world, having been hedged in by the freezing up of the
Kennebec at Hath, 1 thought 1 would drop

days past,

to t he

in

one 01

of science, or to
It
has
of
in
the
rear
the
the
school
received
no end of
rectly
large dry-goods
boy.
establishment of Jordan & Marsh and Hovev earnest commendation from the most emiit Co., and great fear was entertained for nent scholars. Col. T. \V. Iligginson wrote

(Jorrcspoudcuce of ttio Journal.

February 4, 1871.
dissected, and his ren of warmer shores. In this way the deHARTFORD IN MtDWINTF.lt
medical college. mand and supply have created a large busimaimed bv rebel bullets, and in the light ot
deposited
radical party resolutions of a tew years ago, Consistent man—willing to be done by as he ness, and a large part of this flowering is lively, although business is not good. The
tratlic is carried on in Boston. Many acres
the strongest possible claims? Why then is did.
sleighing for two weeks has been excellent,
of
territory outside of the limits of the city and improved by all who can ride. Our
it necessary for the appointing power to
-Among other serious charges brought
proper are covered with these hot-houses, streets are merry enough with the pleasant
straddle from Thorndike to the Penobscot by the Aroostook Times
against “Elder
containing within their tropical apartments jingle of the hells, and the city ordinance
river to find a Collector? These are ques- Stickney” is that of
“showing his animus” flowers of all kinds and lutes, and in every
tiaiis not for us, but for the friendsYif the canforbidding faster driving than six miles per
cated

■

'iqnioiisness.

was

all,

requested

the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the only
form of receipt now used. For instance, If* May Gs,
When
means that the subscription is paid to that date.
a new payment is made, the date will be immediately
changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in lull is sent
with every paper, Subscribers in arrears are requested
to forward the sums due.
4®“ln sending money, state TltF POST OFFICE to
which the paper is sent.-**

opportunity.

■

gentleman

Friday, at Heaufort, N. C. He loved, not
A wise mail lias said that it is better to go
wisely but too well, the wife of a colored
to the house of mourning than to the house
preacher of the word, and in order to have
of feasting; “for by the sadness of the coun- unrestricted range of the pasture, inserted

and blustered, just a< they did in 1.HG1. to oppose the chartering of the Brooks
Nullification of the revenue laws and resist- branch, and the Directors instructed Mr.
l-ni you re not satisfied with this.
'!'«* make the
ance
to the collection of duties was the idea lliehborn to personally attend to the matter.
iii.l iii.-ilaccahje, you vhow that several years afh
declaration t*» Mr. Chase, he, being an avow- that tired the Southern heart then.
It was Accordingly the President was on hand,
'd advocate and Champion of Democratic princithe precise counterpart ot the nullification of backed bv delegations from Stockton and
was either appointed by his political brethren.
ple
el^e volunteered, to answer an abolition lecture the
Searsport, with a fearful array of plans, surfugitive slave law by the north
liti.l

-A colored

ABAS.

j

trlic-l youth

oflliat party he declared himt,.it to leading
in entire agreement with them, and hoped for
i,
time in eoute when i- otild aid them. In otliwords. he gave in his perfect adhesion to them,
a, tirred in their view- of public morality, and
a
willing to promote theii designs against the
deral and State governments' whenever he could
lp,:d,c liimself most ettieient to that end. At the
.mi time lie was in the Democratic party by vir,... ,,f hi- declared faith inexactly the opposite senlonenl-. To us In- made himself appear a DentoI do not say that he
ii oftlie most ultra class.
an aelive|propagundist; imt all Democrats with
... |nmi
lie spoke were impressed by the seeming
n. iiglh of Ins attachment to those great principles
tic application of which they hoped to save the
ii .,n from dissolution, the country from civil war
,i
the liberties oftlie people from the destruction
jfh which vour ascendency threatened them. We
.1, him on itis word, believed him thoroughly, and
...
him honor, oliiee, and high trusts. Now
in in may lie -in honest Democrat or a sincere Able,ni-t. hill lie cannot honestly and sincerely be
! ih at the same time.
Between these two parties
Knell recognized the othie ho-tility wa'- deadly.
a
mortal foe. They were as far asunder as
jmles on every point of principle and policy.
I le v .littered not merely about rules for the inler, .lutionjo! therganie law,but opposed each other on
I.road ijuesti.ui whether that law was entitled to
in
obedience nt all. One of them respected and
>
vetvnced the 'oust it at ion as the best government
in
world ever saw. while the other denounced it
an agreement v ith deatii and a covenant with
mil, which it was meritorious even for its sworn
<,ii,■ -,-rs in violate. If wu loved any portion of it
in ore than another, it was that part which guarded
t In individual lights of the
people by habeas corpus,
n; v trial, and other great judicial institutions, which
nr ancestors on both sides oftlie Atlantic had shed
,i nun li of their blood to
establish; and it was preid those provisions which had vour bitterest enmity, and which you made the first use of your powtu abolish, trample down, and destroy. Mr.Stuun
mild not have been truly on more than one
|e of such a controversy; he could not serve God
I..! .Mammon both : lie could not he fortlie f'onstitun and against it too; he could not at once believe
oid disbelieve in the sanctity of an oath to support
ii
pvoiessM most fervently to be heart ami
ml with ns. Jf'he also professed to be with you,
he was a wretched hypocrite.
]f he kept up this
ii luilukn: deceit tor thirty years, and
thereby got
ht highest places in the gilt of both parties, he was
!he mod marvellous impostor that ever lived or
•lied.”
W'hen > our first article appeared, 1 did not believe
you had any ground for this shocking imputau*n upon his character.
1 was
compelled to dishes'- and 'o'.itradi' t it, for reasons which were then
iveil and need not now bo repeated.
But J said
lie lc<!iiui.av •»! 'he < ,hief Justice would silence my
i' mil.
fit chief Justice has spoken out and misimed your as-ertion. \ ou do prove by him a dec: nit ion from the 1 ips of M
Stanton, made nearly
» .iitv ye irs ago, from which the inference is a fair
•net hat lie was in the democratic party with intent
'!<• betrav the < onstitution and its friends into the
I- 1 clutches <»1’their eiiemie**” w henever Vie could

fHE CHILD IS BORN.

the most beautiful and most perfect of all their
PlTBLlSHKn KVKKY THKliSDAV MOUMSTi tenance the heart is made better." It is up- nil ounce of lead between the shepherd’s
safety. Had the lire communicated
God’s wondrous creations.
Who does not with either
on this principle only that we can congratu- shoulders.
of these buildings a fearful conGov. Iloldon lias now one less
—r.v—
admire them? Who will pass them slightlate the radical men and brethren of Belfast supporter.
flagration must have ensued.
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON,
ingly and without notice? Not many are
(IKN'KIiAl. ITEMS.
upon the appointment to the Colleetorship at
--The troubles among men of the press
even amidst the hurries of life, who
KDITOR AND FROl'Kl K I'Olt.
there,
The Ilollami testimonial netted over $1300
this port of lion. B. M. Roberts of Stockton. in Portland have been further
complicated will not
stop to scent their fragrance, and to the widow and family of the deceased
Subscription Terms. In advance, $i.uO a year; If the bettered condition of the heart is to bo
within the year,
at the expiration ot the war,
by a suit for 810,000 damages, brought by take fresh inspiration from the blended barcomedian.
the
measured
sadness
of
the
countenance,
$3.0).
by
Mr. Richardson, of the Advertiser against
Advertisin'!* Terms. For one square, (one inchol
monies of their glowing brightness. Flow-1
Clara Louise Kellog, the noted American
the
in
the
faithful
this
constititute
cents
and
25
locality
the Press of that city. There will be a trelength in column.' $1.25 for three weeks,
ers at the bridal, flowers at the tomb.
What
for each subsequent Insertion. A fraction ol a square
of just men made perfect menduous
donna, is to give three concerts at
prima
assemblage
largest
when
of
wallets
all
these
drawing
charged as a lull one.
titter tribute could be brought to these most Music Hall this week.
of which we have any knowledge. To think
damages are paid up.
sacred of all life's changes?
Administrators, Executors and guardians ue-1 of the.exertions
None. And
David Sears, jr., so well known ,iu ltelput forth all in vain—of the
airing their advertisements published in the Journal,
-It was it 1824 that Jackson was a this the world has
and
from time iast and
will please so state to the Court.
recognized,
just claims ignored—of services unrequited member of the United States
vicinity as the owner and occupant
Senate, not immemorial flowers have played an importof Sear’s Island, has just built a tine new
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address ot papers —of revilings and persecutions borne in the
last
week.
The
1834, as erroneously printed
ant part in all such occasions.
changed, must state tlie Post Otiice to which the paper
They are the yacht, at a cost of $30,0<!0. Her beautiful
infancy of the cause, for its own sake—all to result of ten
has been sent as well as to which it is to “O.
years of radical rule teaches 11s poor man’s jewels—the rich man’s bower of
proportions will undoubtedly be seen in the
go unrewarded.
that ten years may be of great importance—
M. Pfttkngill & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
delight. But Nature—though ever willing old anchorage in Stockton Harbor next sumIs there no material for a collector in this
and -i~ Park Row, New Vork,are our authorized Agents
the
old hero and kind—is not
and besides, we want to place
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertise0
always able to supply as mer.
Has Milliken ceased to be a faithful
city
ments.
where he belongs.
just
as the poor man wants, nr
S. R. Niles, No. 1 Scollay's Building. Court St.,
many
jewels
The statue of Cov. Andrew has been reparty man. a shrewd manager, or a sharp
Boston, is authorized to receive advert is* tueiits for this
-The profits to himself, which the State sweet scented bowers as the rich could afford eeived and is
Is not Dane a finely trained businow at the State House, where
debater:
paper.
4S*T.C. Evans, 106 Washington Street, is an authorrum agent at Portland incautiously exhibited to pay for.
Thus ready Art has been sum- I it is soon to lie unveiled to
ness man, and an upright one?
Hasn’t Capt.
the public with
ized agent ol this paper,
in his report, has set the radical party of the moned to the work. And in all the large
4S-GEO, P. Rowell A Co., iu Park Row,New Vork,
I’ftuti
the
of
a thorough
: appropriate ceremonies.
Wording
qualifications
lowest
at
the
will receive advertisements for this paper,
State crazy. They all want the olliee. With cities and flourishing villages of our cold
rates. Their orders will always receive promt atten- commercial man?
Didn’t our brother of
tion.
$7000 salary and free run of the faucets northern climes, green-houses have sprung
A4*Horacf Dodd, 1C1, Washington Street, Boston ,is the Age wear out his type and break down
LETTER
an authorized Agent for the Journal.
is no office in the State equal to it.
there
FROM^HARTFORD.
up to cheat winter of its dreariness, and to
his press with the weight of his arguments?
Correspondence ot ttu< Joum*!.
-A San Francisco doctor, just dead, left force into quicker bloom these natural childto take notice ot the date on And. more than
Subscribers are
have we not here edu-

■

1

3ournaL

Hquiblicnn

ti:u»

i-

a

a

line to the Journal at Ilelfast, where, you
dailv communication by railroad, and

j have

how goes it :J" Fortin- past three or
four years we have been rejoicing in the hope
j that soon we should have a railroad from this
place to Hath, and there connect with other
in the Legislature. He should be dealt with.
stage of developement, from the gentle blue- hour Is torn, figuratively, into tatters, i hi roads, so that it all times of year, vve should
——The portraits of (fen. Sehenck, our
eyed violet up to the richly blushing rose. Washington street can be seen on any pleas- have communication with all parts of the
new minister to England, represent him witli
These are gathered as last as ready, by care- ant afternoon the
With that hope our citizens have
high carnival of sleighing country
half closed eyes, as though sighting a gun.
ful hands, packed in boxes, and brought each This avenue is wide, level and
both
with
individually and collectively,
freely,
straight,
Will John Bull take the hint ?
morning fresh to market. Thus the florists elegant residences and row of old elms on subscribed and paid for stock in the road,
-Hon. Isaac Heed, of Waldoboro, has get their supply, and just how they in return either side. What Church street is
to Belfast, and loaned then credit to a large amount time
our thanks for valuable public documents.
dispatch them to their proper desk nations is this thoroughfare is to Hartford, Here the after time, in aid ot the enterprise. Hut soon,
-Gardiner is to have a masquerade ball best seen at the beautiful green-house of gay sleigh-riders make their horses trot down ah' how soon, these fond hopes have been
William Doogue, in Floral Place, just off on the one side at a moderate
Feb. 14th. Where is Belfast ?
pace, thus blighted. As Hums truly said
Hut Mousie, thou art not alone.
-Portland has got its Sehago water from Washington street. Happening in there forming a brilliant cavalcade, but on the reIn proving foresight may lie vain
one hitler cold morning, not long since, we turn the horses are made to show their
again, and is happy.
flic best laid 'schemes o' mice au,t m.-u,
highfound Mr. Doogue, his gentlemanly clerk est
(tang alt agley,
and
those
who‘.rot
are
indifferently
speed
A o' leave us nought hut grief and paiu.
and two lady assistants hard at work tilling
into
a
is
run
"Fast
the
word,"
whipped
For promised joy.”
REPORT OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.
a multiplicity of orders that had come from and so there are
t he ferryboat, which east eighty thousand
many exciting and almost
The annual report of the Railroad Com- New York and other intermediate cities, so
neck-breaking races And of the grades ot dollars, and which was intended to convey
missioners of Maine is published. It is a we sat ourself down and watched the pro- social status of the riders and ot
the various the trains of the K aox'und Lincoln Railroad
The empty unstrapped and
thorough review of the roads in Maine, and gress ot affairs.
astonishing ‘■turn-outs" one sees there, across the Kennebec at Rath, is now frozen
just such a document as would be expected boxes upon the floor, and the lu ge heaps of we could not pretend to tell. As one drives
up at that place, and neither passengers nor
from gentlemen so able as those composing dainty buds and glowing blossoms upon the down
leisurely a sharp, nervous little trotter mail, have crossed for the last three days
the board. It shows a thorough knowledge long table proclaimed that the out of town
with sheared coat tlics by, driven by a young the bridge vvhie.lt .lack Frost is building has
ot the theory and practice of
railroading, and traft’tcers had already come. Here were or- regular jockey. Next comes prancing up a not yet been completed I am informed that
a careful regard for the interests and
safety ders for funerals, weddings, receptions, halls well matched sleek span drawing a liveried the directors of the h
J,. Railroad think
of the public. There are G94 f>-4 miles of and reunions, to he tilled as
speedily as pos- driver and an aristocratic gentleman and of putting ear wheels on the aforesaid ferryrailroad in the State, of which 78 were open- sible, and deft lingers must work quickly
lady. Then passes a fast nag driven bv two boat. and use ails instead of steam. Hut
ed the past year.
There are now under con- At a little table in the corner two men were last
girls; then comes a great hack-sleigh the above mentioned loss ot mail and comstruction 1SG tulles. Five persons lost their
wiling the carnations, violets and smilax. filled with painted sirens who perhaps do not munication with the western world is not
lives by railroad accidents in 1870.
Four of Near at hand was a hunch of wire cut in own the finery they wear, but who at least our
only trouble at this time. Our Chicka
them were persons improperly upon the track, strips of proper
length, and i'l large shallow look as happy as they could it they were ‘as vvaukee has been taken from ns, and vve have
and one the conductor of a train on the Bath dishes the flowers. How rapidly they affixed
pure as the beautiful snow." And so moves not been permitted to drink thereof for a
branch. The lile ot no passenger has been the artificial stems.
Then down Irom the. ou the ever changing pageant. Everybody number of
days, on account ot a bad leak in
lost. We copy in full the remarks of the hooks in the wall and ceiling were taken the there seems
happy and hound to make the the main pipe, (treat fears of tires have
Commissioners upon the Belfast road.
green painted wire frames and willow bask- most of the sleighing during its short dura- been felt by onr citizens during the last tew
The frames were in all forms, represent- tion.
The Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad ex- ets.
days It seems to be much easier tor the ditends from Belfast to the Maine Central road at
(Towns, crosses, *incho:s, harps, wheels, |
musical entertainments some rectors ot the U ater
Dramatic
and
ing
Burnham—fill miles, rt is in the main well made.
Company to shut ot)'the
These are of them of the highest class arc frequent, and
Its masonry, bridges, embankments, appropriate circles ami various other ligures.
ot water from the city, than it is foi
supply
•.tution houses and depot buildings and general
covered with moss from the adjoin- are as ever here well patronized
We have the marshal to stop tin supply of liquor
organic structure will rank It among the first class quickly
roads of the .State.
Its rails are English iron ot a ing room, and into this the flowers having heard N'ilsson and recovered, although it However,
any who partake of the last uieu
good quality and well spiked. But the ties are wire stems attached are
and expediti- cost the audience live thousand dollars for tinned
firmly
at thi-lime, are compelled
of
them
to
unsuited
the
beverage
character
many
of
general
When completed they are one night
the road—some are of inferior wood, some rotten, ously fastened.
We are to have our purses (if to take it straight
and many less than the standard face of six im lies.
in boxes with linings of cotton, not our hearts) attacked again by ttits fair
I lii* euterlamment at tin* Hynde Hotel, tlie
Nor is the ditching completed. But the inferior or safely packed
defective sleepers can easily lie replaced by larger to protect the flowers from cold or other in
Swede during this month when she is to sing other
evening, proved to In* a great success,
and better ones by the section men from time to
and then delivered to the in Oratorio.
Everybody regrets that she t )nv citi/ens, to the nuiuher ot three hundred,
time as the road is operated; and the ditches can jury, labelled,
he deepened and cleared in the same way as the waiting expressman.
This is the mechanical cannot be heard in opera. But no manager availed t heinselves of the
oppm tunity ot turn
trains commence running. But it is not often a
but
it
skil
ful lingers and ap- in this country can afford to hire a full opera
part,
requires
road is in better condition when first opened thau
ilesting their appreciation ot the eHurts Mi
this was on November 1st, when its Directors con- preciative eyes to make experts in the busitroupe suitable for the support of the glori- I.ynile has made to provide tor the public a
sidered it ready for its rolling stock.
to know just where this drooping ous
young songstress.
It lias been pushed forward to its present near ness, and
tirst class hotel.
completion with wouderful perseverance by its most spray should go, or where the delicately
OK BOOK BUBI.ISttlNl I
Kev. Mr 1'il.beth, ol Ihis city, delivered
And
President.
the
cheerfulness with
energetic
which the citizens of Belfast and the communities tinged rosebud should he atlixod— at just on the subscription plan. Hartford is the another ot the series ot temperance lectures,
upon the route have cooperated with the Directors, what (dace the creamy white camelias shall great centre.
Here many strong publishing at the First
Uaptist <'linreh last evening, to
and in a most favoring season for field work, to effect an early completion of the road, evinces their j unfold their pureness, rr beside what vines companies flourish: their ubiquitous and in- a very large audience
l'lie lecture, ns a
enterprise and their faith in the project; and we the odorous heliotrope shall lend the grace defatigable agents are known to every busiwhole, was finite interesting, ami as much so
hope the road will carrv to Belfast the'business and
growth its projectors anticipated, and to the towns of its presence. Is very person, it is said, is ness man and to almost every house wife in as any lecture upon that subject, where the
upon its line the conveniences and benefit they designed for some particular vocation
Their books go all over the lecturer has had no
What- the country.
practical experience or
predict, and to the lessees, if the contract for a
lease heretofore entered into shall tie carried out, ever may have happened to the rest ot the world, and from sales which are prndigous knowledge 1.1 the evils d intemperance
a remunerative travel and truffle.
world, Doogtie seems to have found his prop- they roap immense returns.
Now t.o
But wo may he pardoned for referring—and apIn tins letter we will have space to write
propriately here, we think—to the suggestion in an er sphere, lor no one, watching him as he
earlier report we had the honor of submitting to
sorts, clips, and arranges his beautiful treas- particularly of but one publishing house
MAINf LEGISLATURE.
the Legislature, in favor of a State policy in the location of railroads, and ol the propriety of invest- ures, or stops aside to note with loving and which stands pre-eminent and successful,
Wii»\ Ks|» v, Feb. Nt
ing the duty and power somewhere to see to it that artistic
eye their combined effects, can doubt namely, d. 1$. Burr & Co. We all admire
fit the Hou.m—-K> Mi. Han iinaii—Petition of the
they he located where public convenience and necfor
a
florist.
In
the other apart- success in whatever lield it may lie
liven President and Hirectors ot the Belfast ,1 Mooseessity require, or prospective development may his fitness
bead Lake Railroad < oinpany, tor leave lo extend
justify, and not with a view of promoting the inter- ments of tills extensive
greenery are to be among our friends His a human weakness to and maintain ;i whirl aud pier in the tide waters at
ests of rival roads or rival
too
often
communities,
to the Injury of too hasty
subscribers, or to the found large collections of rare exotics, be more devoted to a prosperous than to an Belfast, and amendment of their charter; ot F 1
ward 1.. Whittier et uis., for leave to build a wbau
prejudice of investments tiefore made in other beautiful ferns, tall palms, green,
glossy- | unfortunate man. And outside of our inti- into tide waters on their laud in Belfast; of Nathan
or
that
are
roads,
enterprises
just as much entitled
to the protection and favor of the State.
leaved arcanthus, trailing ivvs, delicate mate circle the tortunato career ot a promi- F. Houston for leave to extend a wharf iut.i tide
Tlie road was built under a contract for a lease,
waters on bis own land in Belfast.
fuehias, sweet-scented jessamines, and gor- nent publisher is only second in interest to
when completed, to the Maine Central
By Mr. Sayward—Petition of William Ibrn
Company
for filly years; and one of the articles of that con- geously blooming hyacinths. Here are rustic that of the
of tin* selectmen of the tow u of Burnham
chairman
author, Mr. .J. 1! Burr,
popular
h-ml d
tract was, that in case any difference should arise
lor an art to malo* valid the doings ot
baskets
and
rare
vases
tilled
with
comthe
senior
of
this
drooping
between the parties “in relation to building the
partner
publishing
trie* No. !*, in said town.
>f
Fra*
1
R.
4irant ant
road,’’ by the Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad vines ready for somebody’s home, together pany, is yet a young man, though he lias
By Mr. Mayo—Petition
•_*JI others, <-iti a-ns ol Monro**, in aid ol the peti
Company, or “relation to running the trains,’’ hv with
glass-covered ferns of rare beauty and seen more of the world and had more aston- tton ot dam P. White **t als tor a branch tall
the Maine Central, such difference should “he subroad from Biot ks to Bangor through the town ...
mitted to the Railroad Commissioners of the State
foreign extraction. In a long, wide bed ot ishing experiences than hundreds of old Monroe;
lam-*- Mhim* and 17 others, in ai*l of same
for the time being, whose decision shall he final.”
Such a difference has arisen and been submitted to sand in one of these apartments, where the gents who have long passed their three score
Fuipav Feb ...
us, and we have decided it, not to the satisfaction of heat is almost stifling, are thousands of little
years and ten, and who will at last die only
In the Ibiiisi
By Mi 11 airiman—Bill an aet to
either party, it may bo, but rightly, we think. Our
authorize ihe eity »i Belfast to
the hi*!
Some are droop- because
decision has not tieen acted upon by the Board of slips in all stages of life.
they are ashamed to live any Uni gar mortgage bon.Is of tie* Belfast purchase
aud Moose head
Directors or stockholders, that we are advised of;
for the parent stem from which In 1855, at the age of twenty, Mr. Bin com- Lake R i•!r«»:i-1 < -mtpai v, aud for other
sadly
ing
purposes.
hut under a friendly arrangement the gau»e of the
S.ITPKDAV, Feb. A.
have been torn, others have died, lack- menced active business life as a soliciting
road has been narrowed, and rolling slock
put up- they
Idle proceedings ..i Saturday tire conslsely stated
on it by the Maine Central
Company; and upon ing courage and contidenee to start in their agent for subscription books. He canvassed the following summary I'roni* the Lewiston itobv
the return of Judge Rice, the President of the Maine
lournal—
Ontral roan, wo trust an arrangement between new life, whilst still others are lifting up this continent from Newfoundland to Texas,
In the Sriiaii*. an a-*l to repeal the act in- -»rp«»rul
tlie two Companies will be made, alike honorable their heads confidently and bravely to the from Maine to
visited
the
be
California;
iug tin* Cobb Lille 4 <*mpanv w as presente-i and <*
to both Board* ot Directors, and
satisfactory to the warm rays of the sun, as if rejoicing in their verv ends of the earth, and set loot in Aus- ferred to the ludi- iarv
stockholders and the public—an arrangement so
< ‘rder.i
passe.t inpilriug if mv legislation j* u(
liberal that it shall not discourage
incipient tribu- new sense of freedom, and their own vigor- tralia. South America, New Zealand imI 1j e.nary additional to the prohibitory law aud law
tary roads, and so in accordance with trie spirit of
We come away thinking how many other far distant lands
lie at last re i com*erning action- brought by or against -*\-*4 utoi
the contract that stockholder* shall have no reason ous powers.
an t administrator*
for complaint.
much of humanity there is in them, after all. turned to Hartford, and established the fmu
In the House legislation inexpedient was
A

Another ease ol a man who went frantic
his wife’s little irregularities, and killed
a neighbor, has just been tried in Cincinnati.
Dr. Gallentine it was whose wounded honor
demanded blood, and so he shot Dr. Jones.
It was proven at the trial that this highly

over

GUANO ISAM.

of Burr &Co.
Their first book was publishwas given by the city police this past week
ed in 1805, and since then their success has
with a result of over $5000 added to their been astonishing
We will not enumerate
fund, which is for the support and relief of the, names of the many works which have
sick and disabled policemen and their fami- come from this house.
'That hook which
lies. The affair eame oil’ at Music Hall, and sold best, and from which were realized the
the floor, platform and balconies of this the
was
Sunshine and Shad-

largest profits

impi'iiv

tepori-

order relative to
cattle to ruu at
w here towns so vote
to permit divorced wo
meu to resume their mui-leti names
hy order of the
Court; resolve in favor of Ftmi High School au 1
order regulating Slate uniformity of text book.
Reference to m*\! Legislating was repeated on
; bill prohibiting the throwing of
into th*

i**d

honorable man first demanded a sum of
The ow in New York.-' On the Main street ot j
spacious receptacle were crowded
money of Jones, then published an account floor presented a most curious spectacle, and this
city, stands a large hotel named approof the alleged seduction in the papers to inunsophisticated persons could only think of priately for a Hartford poet—the Sigouruev I
timidate him into paying
Failing to get the enjoyment of dancing in a pint dipper or House; this was built by the share ot the!
Most of the convicts in Slate Prison (rankly testithis highly honorable man went between two
money,
firmly fastened posts; for the profits from that book, which fell to the j
fy that their misfortunes are the result of intemcrazy tor a moment, just long enough to lay immense throng gave not much spare space
perance. [ Waterville Mail.
junior member of the firm, liow this hook j
What! with the prohibitory law in force in wait for Jones and kill him. The jury in which to whirl through the giddy waltz, came into existence is
The idea \
interesting
for twenty years, under the patronage of the found him guilty of manslaughter, and the or circle in the redowa.
was conceived by Mr. Burr and his eollaboraradical party,—arc those its fruits? Ninety- judge sent him to piisott for ten years. The
TIIK ADF.l.l'HI rtlFATRi
teurs that a work describing life in the great
three thieves, twenty-two burglars, eleven verdict should have been murder. But this was totally
destroyed by fire last Saturday metropolis would "take”; so Mr B went to
murderers, eight guilty of arson, four of as- crazy shooting is played out. The lloswell
evening. The origin of the fire is unknown, New York, and laid his project before a well |I
sault to kill, six robbers, three ravishers,three and the Gallentine eases show how the public but tin*
conjectures are probably the right i known author, who from illness being unaadulterers—and so on through the catalogue mind is regarding the matter.
theory, that the watchmen under the m-: ble to write, recommended Rev. Mathew
of crime, to the number of one hundred and
Alienees of one of the coldest nights Huston Hale. Smith. Mr. S. agreed to write the
There are thickening rumors of further has seen for some time, built up an unusual
sixty-seven—mostly “the result of intemperhook, and the whole business of the engage
ance.” During this time the prison has been cabinet changes at Washington. TlieN. York
ly hot tire and ignited some of the wood nient was completed in less than two hours,
rebuilt and enlarged to twice its former ca- Sun, which keeps alive its little unpleasant- work, for it was the in tire-room of the —and the foundation of a
torhine laid
pacity. If this is the result of prohibition as ness with the President, hopes “we may at that the flames were first discovered. The When issued the sale of the hook was rapid,
shown in criminal statistics, tints far, what is least have an Administration wo need not first alarm was given just before the clocks and the result the substantial one
mentioned
blush for, and that tin? country may gain tolled the midnight hour, and was
to be expected in the future?
speedily The cost of advertising this book alone was
something by the event. As for President followed by two others. The high wind ten thousand dollars.
Grant
personally, he has nothing to gain and that was prevailing at the time carried the
Now the publishing company has sent forth
There is nothing of special interest from
to lose.”
flames and cinders to a tremendous height, a work which is a rich contribution to literanothing
No
of
Paris.
France since the capitulation
and rendered the work of saving buildings a ture and science, while it
The
more heavy fighting has taken place.
possesses great
the recent nominations of .Justices hazardous one. Hut the noble firemen, de- interest.
Among
It is a volume of 1500
not
have
yet
negotiations
expected peace
pages
are the folillustrated with 500
because the de- of the Peace, by the Governor,
spite the intense cold and quickly collecting
and
been set on

allowing

on

large

edgings

Kennebec iver.
idn* petitioners lot the division of Somerville
were given leave to withdraw.
l

in'

TK\riu;ii i

vvs

The Committee >n education has
repeated a hi I i
amendatory *d tin* aet ->t lad whiter coiiecrniu-1
the employment of teachers, d’he hilt provide*
tlmt to\vns shall annually, ut llieir spring
meeting,
tin* s.*ho**l committee or agent*
decide whethshall hire tin* teachers. There is a strong feeling
from the back towns to v\ ipe out from the statu to
books the whole law and leave it to agents as for-

merly.
11\ \i

vdj.1.

of all tin- committees are
beiuy
rapidly cleared up and the majority of them wifi
linallv
next
report
Friday, The Aroostook und
Boston A |Maim* railroads. School Laws aud West
brook will not draw out much eloquence
If no
legislators may he safely lodged'In tho bosoms ut
tiieir families by the ‘20th Inst.—which will be the
shortest session on r«<ord, with the exception of
the s* ssion of UCd.

I'ln* d

*.

k”ts

and hacks
argument,
that the feeling of the reader becomes one of
to be robbed that night, and
they had been
for the unfortunate Massachusetts man.
[*swF.insH commission.
detailed to remain in tlie bank to capture the pity
a defence of Buchanan’s adIt
is
incidentally
It ts understood, that the total executes, tuns far.
robbers.
of
tie'
of
Swedish
the
northern
and
Colony, is about eight thousand dolThe watchman admitted them and was ministration
democracy
lars, which includes tin* salary of twenty-one hunimmediately overpowered, gagged and hand- during the events immediately preceding the
dred and fifty dollars ofdiencrul Thomas, the ( oiuculled. They failed to open Lillie’s safe, rebellion.
missiouer.
The article is so long that the
hut
broke
in
the
bank
anfunds,
containing
CAST poll ON I UK W A It PATH.
in our columns will have to lie
publication
amount
of
a
other, containing
large
properFast port claims that the present law couceruing
weeks.
several
extended
to
customers,
through
including coupty, belonging
the inspection of smoked herring is practically a
b»* cither amended or
on
and registered bonds, money and other
repealed
nullity, und should
The members trom t he ''oust towns discuss it warm
valuables. They made a clean sweep of all
Still they come. The Legislature of West
the present law in the
denounce
and
Iv
t lie convertible
strongest
property, the amount of Avliieh
has chosen II. (L Davis, Democrat,
terms.
cannot as yet be ascertained. The bank is Virginia
States
Senator in place of Willey,
not responsible lor Ibis class of deposits, United
A
which tire only taken for the convenience of Radical. The new Senator is a man of abilyoung lady stepped into a store of hmerthant by the name <d' Wade, and very in
The robbers worked from 7 r. m.
customers.
who will acceptably fill the high position
foot, probably
finely
ity,
engravings,
said she would like to be weighed*
to 3 o’clock this .morning, going through the
in Hancock County
ice upon their garments, fought bravely, and is entitled "The Uncivilized Races of Men noeently
to which he has been chosen.
This kind of mands by Prussia are regarded as inadmis- lowing
(Wade ) '‘Really, I’m very sorry,” sanihe ;
boxes systematically anil rejecting all the
Mt. Deserts Abraham Richardson, kept the devastating elements confined to iu all Countries
Daniel
Somes,
”
of the World
Ry Rev. J. "but my wile will tell you that you are too
unconvertible property. The amount taken marching out and marching in will soon give sable. The country is simply overcome, Tremont; Thomas S. Osgood and Augustus N. Osthe theatre and an adjoining hotel known as G. Wood.
late by a couple o! years.”
the Democracy the control of the Senate.
was about §100,000.
helpless, and in the power of the conqueror. good, Bluehill'
of Beach and Laurel streets, called
mt the watchman and told him the bank was

corner
•

The Gospel Banner says: “In Stockton there is
By Telegraph to the Journal,
shop; nor has there ever been any. No
Hon. Nelson Dingley, .Jr., editor of the Lewiston bar-room or gambling hole or den for drinking and
.Journal, i- publishing chapters of observations other immoral purposes has ever found a lodgment
in Stockton; nor has there ever been known such a
from the notes of his recent visit to this section.
thing as a town pauper there; and so trifling is the
The Brothers Dingley are natives of Unity, and quarrelling and disposition to litigation in the plat e,
New Yoke, Feb. S.
our recent visitor writes very pleasantly of his that no lawyer has ever thought of earning his
S. Stevens, formerly of Belfast,
in the midst of such people."
Shepherd
bread
and
butter
and
vicinity.
personal recollections of his old home
\V> arc happy lo be able to add to this list of ex- and recently convicted of larceny of money
We have space however, to copy that portion only
cellent qualities that Stocktou is also a Democratic and bonds from
which relates to oureity. He says—
George W. Bttckmore, hung
town. Now that it has pleased Gen. Grant to appoint himself
at the Toombs prison in this city last
There is no indication of that appearance of decay
which pervades so many of our shipping and even ! Mr. Huberts to the Belfast Custom House, it is hoped
with a sheet from his bed.
interior towns, but on the contrary, the wharves that our city may become like unto Stockton in all night,
j
and stores give evidence that Belfast is now. as in I these
lie left a letter directed to the warden of
particulars.
past years, one of the best and most extensive
the prison stating that ho had been convicted
'h ipping ports on our coast, especially for lumber, I
The puudit of the Belfast .lourual is informed
hay, potatoes, wood. &c; and the large number of that it would take more than “a fifty cent scrip" to by perjury and a conspiracy, and had no
neat and even elegant residences indicate mit only I blind our eyes to the high improbability of his story
The letter will be published
about counting the lobster’s eggs. We published desire to live.
thrift bid wealth.
tbc original article about lobsters in full faith of its in full in N. Y.
SOLID MEN OK BELFAST.
papers.
MR.

GENERALITIES
A Portsmouth fisherman

caught

seat oil

a

his

trawl hook off that harbor.
Mi' ha ’K of 1 '.gg Harbor, N. *1., became iny in*
in<I threw her two young children into a well
oid Lueti jumped iu herself. Mrs. Michael attempted to drown her * m, who i*> ten years of age, but
lie escaped.
M:

1’iie Itiddeford R urual says that two men caught
titty pounds ot pickerel in Province pond, Parsonstl M, in one day.
The Calais Advertiser savs that

tire occurred at
a loss of $14,c»ik>.
There was an insurance ot **;,O0d. Thomas
mill.
\mistrong owned and used the
a

Ferry Point grist mill. dan. *iftth, with

l'hcy

all

in Massschu-

going
Ayer, in honor of the Doctor of pill and
-spurilla fame.
to

are

a

new

town

hn

sar-

DINGLEYJIN

BELFAST,

1’herc is probably no place of its size in the State,
1 he Conconl, N H., Monitor, strong Republican,
where there are more men of competence ana even
a \ s “there i« disappointment in the Republican
1 wealth, than in Belfast. Many of the names that
party, and discontent in the country.*’
we read upon the signs or hear prononneed on the
Hie Portland Press understands that the decision streets, all to mini! men and families that have a
! the Supreme Court in tin* case of Howard
State reputation. The Johnsons, the Ilazeltiues,
Cleavtilaud, the Fast Omngton murderer, where the Whites, the Marshalls, the Lewises, the Howes,
tiit* jury did not state in the verdict the degree of the Wushburnes, Daniel llaraden, Daniel Lane,
murder of which they found him guilty, will save i ( TV C arter, Henry McHilvery, H. O. Alden, Ihe
the criminal from tin- gal low
only murder in the well-known telegraph manager,—these are among
ii
t degree being punishable with death.
The ! the men whom we recognize as extensive business
We regret to
rn *r and Council will probably commute.
men, ship-owners, shipbuilders, etc.
bear that our friend, I’. K. Hazeltina, esq., is
flic vil*.an> grand urv have indicted Filkins for
ill.
Another old friend, Dr. Monroe,
ohherv ,,t the expre-s eat*, and attempted I seriously
recognized as the hauling physician in this section,
,.Ri ot the messenger, Halpine.
is absent in Florida with bis family, this winter.
\ Pennsylvania matron is seriously annoyed at
Here, too. reside many gentlemen eminent in civil
r.
trivial circumstance of one of her twins, just life—ox-Gov. Anderson (now living in Washinga
u, being
mulatto, while the other is white.
ton); ex-Gov. Crosby, ex-Congressman Abbott
both still engrossed in legal business; Judge DickProm the report of the Bank Kxumiuer of the
erson, for many years a leading lawyer and al one
we learn tti.it there are forty three Savings
time editor, blit now gracing the Supreme Bench
Banks in Maine. v\vn having been instituted with- ! of Maine
by his ability and legal attainments, and
in the past year.
The total deposits are stated at still as
public spirited as ever; Hon. A. G. Jewett,
Vld.SjU.7Hl ..Vi—at average of Sjb.iO |o each inhabi- familiar a- a veteran
politician and lawyer; Mayor
lant of the Slate.
Hay-ford; and ex-sheriff Medintoek, the mention
revives
our hovhnod memories of
ot
whose
name
A paper has an article iieaded with the conun- |
drum, *'\Vh> do wives fade-" We suppose it is the polities of that day.
because they won’t wash.
“BI.KEDIJrtS WALDO."
Those were the palmy days of Maine democracy,
the, Boekliind (lazetle says that the Warren !
Manufacturing Company ha\e voted to increase j and Waldo was then the bright, shining light of
their capital of #7'>,H00 to $ |0o,000. The saw mill j the party—for its devotion even to death, receiving
the appellation of "bleeding Waldo." We have a
oi Stephens A: Co. lias been leased b\ Messrs;Treat
A < o.. for the purpose of manufacturing oak bogs- dim recollection oftlie magnitude of the democratic
j
in ad staves,
majorities east in every town of the comity, in
some sections so overwhelming that "Whig" voters
Past week a box was expressed from Fdwards- were curiosities. It is possible, indeed, that it
tii
Mich.
At
Ill
Ann
Decatur
the
die.
Arbor,
was one of the Waldo towns of those days, where
putrid smell attracted attention, when i( w:i- dis- the selectmen found a whig ticket in the ballot box
•vered that it contained the body of a man. The ! on
counting up the vote on election day, and alter
y ev tiling opinion at 1M wards viih* is that it is the
each bad taken a look at the strange intruder, dework of a body-snatcher, as several of the graves cided to throw "the
queer thing out for informaliiu the Poor House Cemetery were
open.
ty.’' Those were halcyon days for the democratic
But the "rieshpots" of
of
Waldo.
Florida has experienced terribly cold weather politicians
iud the Orange groves have suffered accordingly, oonntv and State were the ruin of the great demoas they are likely in the future to
the ungathered portion of the crop being destroyed ! cratie party then,
be of other parties. The struggle for office led to
us far
up as the St. John’s river as Pilatka.
divisions, bitter quarrels, desperate struggles in
\ gentleman in Hallowed tried the experiment
the" polls.
caucuses and finally open war at
-csterdav ol crossing the track while a train \v as ( "Ephraim" had Ills idols, and they were sufficient
t
in
!:
»rse
killed
to
to
the
worst
of
send
him
Medintoek
it.
and the
got
being
Congress.
p i-siug.
-i.o.iiv
i’ll** man was thrown from the wagon, Elliots had theirs. The respective factions were
■i -o mew hut bruised, hut not fatally injured. We stigmatized as "wool-heads" and "wild-eats,” and
Corn that the man’s name is Stevens, and that he every town resounded with the battle-cries of the
iocsiu West (Jurdiner.
(Kennebec Journal, 4th elans. Although a boy then, we were by no
means an uninterested spectator of the tierce eonI hive fishermen taking in some nets in the ice in
II iet which raged from ’47 to ’oh, and which didn't
the Penobscot, on one of the cold days, found their
terminate when in 1S5G the county was revolutionpiece of ice Moating down stream! They were ized and
the republican party that had just
obliged to remain out all night, until the returning arisen in joined
the State and country.
tide forced the ice cake back, and they landed in
THE NEWSPAPERS OP WALDO.
iiie morning, half frozen, at Bald Hill cove,
old Bellast Journal bore a prominent part in
4tThe
1‘he Kev. William A. Drew, of Augusta, celetin- history of Waldo democracy. It was one of
brated hia. golden wedding last week, (iovernor
the first political newspapers that we read, and alPelham was ( resent and nude an address.
though not sympathising even then with its politics. we always perused with pleasure the punA boy at Kingston, Mo., seven years old, is destitute of ears, and has a good joke on his mother, gent and incisive leaders or Griffin, and afterwards
who linds him ditlicuit to box. But she makes tt o( Moore, and then of Dickerson, who lias since
donned the judicial garb. The Journal during all
it up on him, on different portions of his territory
these years was the ablest democratic paper in the
lie says he wishes he had ears like other bovs.
Slate—always sharp, pithy, witty and severe:—
A white mau cannot become a citizen or hold
and under the present able direction of W. if.
property iu Hayti.
Simpson, esq., it itas lost none or its ability and
it is unusual for auy paper to maintain
A Princeton, Illinois, saloon keeper has a tem- pungency,
and does his best to so high a rank for nearly forty years and under so
perance pledge behind the bat
editors.
many
induce dead oeaU and loafers to sign it.
In the days that we call to mind, the Whigs of
iijc sinner has stolen tin* thermometer from the
Waldo, a handful in number and influence, half
Fomi du Lac Iteporter office.
I’ll*
informs
sustained
a
small paper known as the Belfast
paper
the thief that it will be of no use t«* him where he
Signal. It was, to he sure, an apology for a news>*>
going, as it does not work higher than did.
paper, but we remember it with pleasure because
our lirst contributions were printed in its columns
It is rather inconvenient for people to know too
—and many know the never-to-be-forgotten sensamuch. A savant learned in comparative anatomy,
tion of lirst getting into print. We got entirely
while partaking not long ago of a savory dish, supover anything of the kind long since, and now at
posed to consist of '•chicken li.xins,” found iu his the close
of every working day only wish we
plate u hone which ho recognized as the thigh bone could
keep out of print long enough at least to
ut a cat.
[Boston Traveller.
have a thorough rest. The Signal maintained a
tiiOttd river. S. (’..froze over la t week for tin* sickly existence till about 1830, when the republican party came into power, when the Progressive
lirst time iu d7 years.
Age was established by W. M. Bust, esq., and Mr.
liurrell wants u di\orec iu <'llieago on
Burgess, us a republican newspaper. This paper,
u,- ground that hia wife lirst sedneed, then kidnapwhic.li lias since heen conducted with marked abilped, and rinally, by tin- aid of her parents, fotved ity by Mr. Rust, assumed at once, and has mainhim to man y her.
tained, a high character, and attained a very exd.
uupl a in *i frost-bitten tensive circulation.
t’eopie all over the

j

no rum

Suicide of S. S. Stevens!

though we are aware that
people laughed at it. But we
have’gone carefully through with his figures in the
last .lourual. and finding au error of 20,000 a week
in his count, begin “to have our doubts." If “l\
scientific exactness,
many well-informed

It is understood that Gen. Schcnek has
been summoned to Washington, at the urgent request of Minister Thornton and Sir
.John Boss, who have assured Mr. Fish that
On Tuesday evening, the parishioners of llev. Mr. they are authorized by the British government to say that in good feeling the DominParker, having enticed that gentleman and his wife
ion authorities have been instructed, peraway from home,entered the house, spread the tables
emptorily, at once to restore the license syswith refreshments, and received the proprietors
tem to our fishermen, so as to give them
with'erowded rooms on their return. A purse conpractically the rights and privileges pertainwas
to
Mr.
Parker.
taining $20(1
presented
ing to the inshore fisheries on the coasts of
Rev. William A. Drew, of Augusta, preached in British North America.
This concession is
to lie made without conditions, and evidentthe Dniversalist church in this city on Sunday. Mr.
D. was for a time a resident of this city, and, if we ly in the expectation that it may lead to such
mistake not, the first who preached here the doc- amicable relations as will the more readily
trine of universal salvation.
pave the way for a speedy reopening of the
Alabama question upon Gen. Schenck’s adMr. Coffin, who \v:ts announced to lecture this
In order to got a forced
vent in England.
hits
the
week,
been unable to fultill
engagement,
of Canada, a delay of some
acquiescence
but will be here on March 7th. One of the three three weeks on Gen. Schenck’s
departure has
remaining lecturers will appear at an early 'ay, of been asked for by the English agents. As
wlneli due notice will lie given.
the Canadian official organ at Ottowa. fierceMr. Cross, at his restaurant near the four tronse, ly denies the right of England to interfere in
the fisheries in opposition to the Canadians
on Church street, is supplying oysters to his customers at low rates and of excellent quality.
He has themselves, and declares that the freedom of
the fisheries will never be assented to unless
regular and fresh supplies in the shell.
by an equivalent in the shape of a reciprofrom
this
lias
boat
stolen
The
harbor,
Bloomer,
city, some doubts are expressed in official
been heard of at Naskeag Point, Brooklin, where circles as to the
ability of Thornton and Sir
she was found abandoned. Nothing is known of John Ross to
keep their promise. Meantime
Hie men who went away in her.
the committee on foreign relations in both
Pole A fjuimby, who are doing a large business Houses are taking no action on the fishery
in the manufacture of clothing, have opened a question pending the promised settlement.
branch establishment at

Monroe,

in the store re-

cently occupied by Timothy Mayo.
Mr. Dow, teacher of the Select School, with thirty
of his pupils made an excursion by rail to Burnham
on Saturday. They hail a very pleasant time, not-

withstanding

tlie cold.

mail is now running regularly, reachall points west of Portland. It closes here
at 12 o'clock, arriving in Boston next day at noon.
Tlie

ing

noon

to

Moses is very wicked, and we can’t print his
letter. We don’t suffer anything disrespectful to
tlie church to appear in these columns.

Henry J. Woods is about to remove from this
city to West Medway, Mass., where he will engage
in business.
There were no services on Sunday last, at tlie
Unitarian church, in consequence of the severe
weather.
The extremely eokl weather and lack of snow is
the ground to freeze to a great depth.

causing

gives an
Friday evening,

Mr. Wtiilten

Hall,

on

exhibition ball al l’ierce's
the 10th.

]{ev. Sir. Parker, of this
iston last Sabbath.

city, preached

in Lew-

say-that Dex ter A Newport ru.iluJ diu :» business during the \ear ISTdof S.12,70-1.
tm.oig the items sent from Dexter stations during
the. year are the following 7d,oo«i bushels potatoes,
‘vuv.oo')
Iteeeiwd at Dexter station
shingleJ

a/.-tlu

during the sum*
barrels of tlotn

:;o,so.i bushels

time

corn.

7,020

Light pan- of brides were at Hi- < onlineutal
Philadelphia, one day las I week. The baehel-

li

blunders He*!.

LOCAL IT CMS, &
News of the
V wii*Ks

kum

County

i\u\.

and

o.

City.

Thur-Mlay, the
more ol the leading
ou

<»[ a dozen >i
the town of < anaan came over tlie
ail road for the purpose of conferring with our e iti'eus amt railroad director* in respect to the extenCanaan lies
sion id the Belfast road to that town

>1

delegation

a

•«.i*ine*>s

men

oi

north of the present termination of our road
at Burnham, with its village just seven miles from
-he junction. It has u population ol luOG, and a
i*t

dilution of $Odd, with mills.factories, Av. The
Jelcgattou consisted ol Messrs. Hiram Burrill, T.
B Bennett, S. 1*. Benny, Joel Brown, Bela Burrill,
Moses Furber, George Johnson, F. W. Fowle, K.
l> Brown, Samuel H. < lower, Melvin Blake, Biehu;d Chase, and John Brock. They represented
•ii

need ol

ii

■out

a

road

as

very great, all their produce
be teamed a distance of six

supplies having
Pishou*** Ferry,
to

lew

u

on

the

Skowhegan road, or

miles to Burnham.

Their freight of ’.hi4*
kind amounts to soon tons per annum. They deto build these -even miles and make a close
*
iprocal couneetiun with u*, for mutual benefit,
fie saving in cost ot transportation will he
very
***11

■

those of land transportation and the
atea ol the Maine Central.
Not only should we
alize the business oi Canaan, but of the towns
beyond, which now go to the Skowhegan and Dexlei
brunches of the Maine Central. The t wenty
fc>ei cent, which the charter authorizes towns ou
ute route to vote, together with private subscripcut

over

Belfast lias four hotels, one National and one
! Savings Bank, one of the finest Halls m the State—
Harford Hall—a Court-house aud jail, several
line blocks, and live churches—Congregational isl,
! Mt which Rev. Mr. Parker (recently resigned) lias
been pastor for more than U years; Unitarian, of
which Rev. Dr. Palfrey lias been pastor for 22
years;
Baptist; Methodist; and Universalis!,
file professions are represented by seven physicians and fourteen lawyers. We tiiul three old
college friends located here—W. G. Frye, Clerk of
courts; S. L. Mitliken, late Clerk of Courts; and
W. II. Mcl.ellan, esq., son of Dr. McLellan of Lisbon—a leading member of Ilia bar. At the Head
of the Tide, three miles north of the harbor, there
i- a flourishing settlement, with a church aud
stores, and a good water power on a stream With
i an unpronouncahle name; and at the Point, two
I miles from the harbor, is another settlement.
; Across the bay, on (loose River, the outlet of
< loose Pond, there are three
paper mills, an axe
factory anti a Grist mill, and surplus power for
Titer manufacturing operations.
The harbor is
one of the best on the coast,never troubled with ice
in
such
extreme
cold
weather us affects
except
Boston and New York, and is admirably situated
as a shipping port and
ship-building center. Vessels can unload directly upon cars.
With all
these natural advantages, we think we are not
mistaken in predicting a prosperous future for the
city. The centennial of the town has been appropriately celebrated the (last year with a historical address bv los, Williamson esq., and with other exercises; and we doubt not will mark a new and
! mote

progressive

era.

II vi.i.'s ISanii. The entertainment
allorded to our people by this Band, on
Saturday
evening, tvs- of tin- most satisfactory kind. The
hall was full, and the audience sat with patient exoncf.iit uv

pectation during the hour's
lateness of the train which

delay occasioned by the
brought the band. We

particularize

where all was so good. Sutlice
it to say that the audience listened with ready appreciation and frequent applause to the successive
pieces until far toward midnight, with no thought of
the hour's lateness, so completely did the magic of

cannot

beguile the flight ot time. On Sunday eveconcert of sacred music brought out a large
attendance iu one of the coldest nights of the winmusic

ning

a

ter.
The Ball, on Monday evening, was a very brilliant
affair. Eighty-tive couples were upon the floor,
wliile the galleries and stage were tilled with spec-

tators—including iu each class, many from other
places. Never have the ladies of our city, ou any
tion ot small amount and the bonds at $10,000 per
occasion, been dressed with greater richness or
will
suffice
to
extend
the
to
road
mile,
Canaan, and more
becoming taste and elegance. To pass from
some twenty miles beyond. Our visitors frankly
the wintry and cheerless aspect of the street to
said that they did not desire to move in the matter
the warmth, light and joy of the hall, seemed
u the Belfast road should
go into the hands of the like an entrance to
Paradise. The fair forms,
Maine Central. Their representations and earnestbright eyes and flashing jewels of the mingling

in the matter have strengthened the views of
that large portion of our people who are adverse to
ic*.s*

»

Bangor has just completed a new and much
larger jail. The Bangor Young Men's Bible So-

ciety is also in a flourishing condition, we notice.
[Belfast Journal.
This seeming anomaly is explained by the fact
that political parties in our city are steadily progressing, though in different directions. [Bangor

Whig.'

thought wo observed that f'aot iu the
returns from Bangor last September, when
the Whig’s prophesy that “a vote lor Huberts is a vote for Finery” was so remarkably
Wo

fulfilled.
TERRIBLE RAILROAD ACCIDENT.

OTHER FEATURES.

1

tleorge Hunt >»t l .van-wilte, lud.. -tabbed tit"
vile,
aturday, be. ause she had d-serled him and
t
After
me all inmate d a house of ill fame.
*taobuii, her he stabbed himself, the wounds pni«.
av -.
Oik the bill:'" ill both

lease of our read to that corporation. To-day
Thursday i the directors of our road will visit

anaan for the purpose of seeing the proposed route
ami conferring with the people of that region.

*

daneers,
lormed

the

a

flooding lights and crowd of spectators,
picture not soon to be forgotten—while

over all floated the magnificent music of the band.
The dancing was kept up until four o’clock, when
thecompauv dispersed, with many expressions of

gratification.

by
Morse,
Cask. Not a snow in our city.The
Ills remarks embraced the whole
perience of Saturday and Sunday has led us to interesting.
-urmise that we are a trifle removed from I lie Torrid range of animated nature, beasts, birds, fishes, inAc. He described the structure, habits, and
.^he hall was in
every way a success. sects,
of eaeli class, Illustrating his
Wtnddou * reception at iha
concert must have peculiarities
subjects
•UJWii him dial Ins friends arc not
blackboard
by
drawings, executed with astonishing
all dead yet. His
t more of ".'sweet Home" was
skill and rapidity. The shrewd and funny remarks
beautiful.Robbing,
the ( lam King, thinks Prof. Morse “don’t know oue of the lecturer, and his sometimes grotesque drawend H orn tother.”.The train came in from Burn- ings, infused a refreshing vein of fun into the eveham Saturday evening in one hour and five min- ning. Of course iu a time so brief only a rapid
utes. How is that for a second class road.Edwin glance could be taken over the inexhaustible field
■iihley was elected Clerk of Washington Engine, of nature, hut he presented a great deal that was
The lecture

iuokt

Prof.

last week, was
very

a

No. i, at

meeting of the company Tuesday eveuing.The friends of (’apt. Fred Barker will be
glad to learn that lie has arrived at Santa Marta, S.
A., and was well at last accounts.Mr. Carter ot
Hall’s Baud pronounced our Ball the most brilliant
a

novel, pleasing and interesting.

I here is no iee in our harbor to obstruct
uavigatiuu. Tlie steamer Katahdin came to tier wharf

without encountering any ice. We are tletter off In
this respect than
many places in Maine. The Kenparty they had played for since leaving Saratoga. nebec river at Bath is so cbokeil
with iee that the
<
onuudrum—Who was’ the Belle of the Ball?. terry boats cannot pass. In Portland
people pass
I bat man who makes a
practice of Insulting ladies on the ice from Peak’s Island to the city.
ou the streets
Our neighbor Colburn’s
evenings, is informed that he will
sign, which for twenty
have a surprise party at his house unless he desists.
years adorned the Iront or City Block, blew down
.‘‘All .Sprts" of the Boston Bost, will find that
recently, and be has been pestered with many

Fishery Question Likely to be Settled.

I,. W.” wants to compare the figures with some
standard Arithmetic, he can have our copy of the
Journal. [Portland Transcript.

—

potatoes.

special Notices.

1

A most terrible accident occurred on Mon-

day night,

near

Poughkeepsie,

on

the Hud-

An oil train broke
River Railroad.
down on the bridge, setting the train on lire,
and the burning cars were run into by the
son

night express. To add to the horrors, the
bridge broke down, letting both trains into
the water. The following are the particulars—
An axle of the oil train hound south broke when

passing New Hamburg, aud dragged along the
ground till it reached the draw-bridge, when striking the timbers it threw the ear oft' its track and

A

$7,000,000 PLUNDER.

Raleigh, N. C., Jan. 2.‘>.
instance of the manner in which
our people have been swindled by the swarm
of carpet baggers, whom Holden assisted in
all their wicked designs, it will only bo necessary to mention an incident of recent ocOne M. S. Littlefield, from Philacurrence.
delphia, came to this state some years ago,
was appointed by Holden President of the
W. N. C. Railroad Company, and by bribes
and presents induced the Radical Legislature
to issue to him bonds to the amount of $7,.000,000, which he immediately sold in New
Tork, pocketed (he money, and decamped
for Europe. After remaining there for a
long time, and thinking the matter had been
forgotten, lie returned to Florida, doubtless
to practise the same game there.
He was
indicted by the Superior Court of this State,
and (iov. Caldwell (a Radical himself) despatched last week a special messenger to
Tallahassee with a requisition upon Governor Reid to deliver up the thief.
Reid refused
to do so, and on last Saturday the state Legislature authorized Governor Caldwell to
oiler a reward of $0,000 for the arrest of Littlefield. In his message to the Legislature
requesting the authority to oiler the reward
Governor Caldwell uses the following lanTo give

an

STATE OF MAINE.
i
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no to ]’LOi!!:>.t is ms/:.::
Having for the last thirty-flvo years devoted my whole
.time and attention to the study ot lung diseases and consumption. 1 feel that I understand fully the course the,
ought to he pursued to restore a tolerablv bad ease utdiseased lungs to h -althy soundness. The iii>t and most important step is, for the patient to avoid taking cold; an.
the best of all places on this continent for this purpose, :n
winter, is Florida, well down m the Mate, vh. ro the let:
p. raiure is regular, ami Hoi Mil jeet to such variations as
Paloika Is a point 1 can recommore not them latitudes.
mend. A good hotel is kept th. re by I’eterntan. Last winter 1 saw several persons there whose lungs had been bad!\
diseased, but who, under the healing influence of the climate and my medicines, w*to petting well.
One hundred miles farther down the riveris a point whu h
I would prefer to Pnlaika, as the temperature ia more e\-ai
and .the air drv and hra- ing. Mellon ville and Kntorprise
are located there.
I should give a decided preference t.
Alellouville: it is two miles from river or lake, and it
**'<?■-* almost impossible to take cold there. The tables in
Florida might be better, and patients complain at times:
but that is a good sign, as it indicates n return of nppeiiti
and, when thisis the ca.--e, they generally increase iii flesh
and th'ii the lun.s must heal.*
Jacksonville, Hibernia, Green Cove, and many oth
places in various parts of Florida, can be safely" roc*’.tmended to consumptives in winter. My reasons forsayim.
»o are, th it patients are less liuble t*o take cold there th-.n
where thero Is a less even temperature; ami it is not n
cessary to say, that, when; u consumptive persnu expos.*
hims.it- t frequent colds, lie is certain to die shortly,
therefore my advice is. go well down into the State, out
ot the reach of prevailing east winds and fogs. Jackson
ville, or almost any other of the localities 1 have named,
will l>em*Jlt those who are troubled with a torpid liver, a
disordered stomach, deranged bow.is, sore throat, or cough:
but. f .r those vln.se luncs are diseased, a more southern
point is earnestly recommended.
For flu ecu years prior t" Istiil. 1 was professionally In
New York, Boston, Baltimore, i.nd Philadelphia every
week, wln-re 1 *u\v and examined on an average live hundred patients a week. A praeiiee so extensive, embracing
every possible phase of long disease, has enabled me to understand tin* disease fully and hence my caution in regard
to taking cold.
A person may take vast quantities oi
Schcm k'.s Pulmonic Syrup, Seaweed Tonic, and .Mandrake
Bills," ami yet die it he does not avoid taking cold.
In Florida, nearly everybody is using Hchomk's Mandrake Bills; for the climate 'is more likely to produce
bilious habits than more northern latitudes, li is a wellestablished fact, that natives ot' Florida rarely die of eonsumption, especially those of the southern pan. Oil the
other hand, in > w F.ugland, one-third at least of the population die of this terrible disease.
In the Middle States,
it does not prevail so largely siill lliri c nicniuuy thousands
of case* th.-re.
What a va-t percentage of life would he
saved if Consumptives were as easily alarmed in regard t..
taking fre.*h colds as they are about scarlet fever, small-pox,
Ac.! but they are not: they take what thev term a little
cold, which they are credulous enough to believe % ill wear
otr in a few d.i> *.
They pay no attention to *t, uud lienee it
lays the foiin.lation for another and another still, until the
lungs are diseased beyond all hope of cure.
My advice to persons whose lungs ure affected, even
slightly, is to lay iu a st.*ck of Schenek’s Bulmonlc Syrup,
Schenek's Seaweed Tonic, and Pchenck’s Mandrake Bill*,
and go to Florida. 1 recommend these particular medicines,
because 1 ui.i thorough.y acquainted with their action. I
know, that, win re they are Used in strict accordance with
my directions, they will do the work that Is requir. d. '1 bio
accomplish. I, nature will do the rest. The physician who
prescribes for c >1.1, c m, h, or night sweat-*. umt then advises the patient t walk or ride out e\ ery day, w ill be sure
to have a corpse on his hands before long.
My plan is. to gi vu my three medicines in accordance with
the printed diroctions. exeept in home cases In re a freer
u e
of the Mandrake Bills is m*e.«*ary. My object is, to
It
t up a good appetite.
give t >ne to the stomach,- to
is always a good sign when a
begins to grow hunpatient
1 have hop. s ut* such.
w ilh a relish lor food, and
gry
the gritiflealion of that relish, comes good blood, and
with it more flesh, which
closely’followed by a healing
of the lun.s,
then the cou. h loosens and "abates, the
creeping chills and clammy night sweats no longer pro*,
trate u.id annoy, and the patieui gels well, provided lie
avoids taking c.dd.
Now, there ure many consumptives who have not the
means to go to Florida.
1 ho question may be asked. Is
there no hope for such r Certainly there is.
My advice to
such is, and ever h is been, to slay In a warm room during
the winter, with a temperature of about seventy degrees,
w hich should be kept regularly at that point hy means of a
thermometer.
Let such a patient take Ins cx ere iso within
the limits ot the room by walking up and down as much ns
h.s strength will permit, in ord.-r to keep up a healthy circulation of the blood. 1 have cun*d thousands by this system, and can do so again. Consumption is as easily cured
as any other disease, If it is taken in time, and the prop, r
'1 he f ici stands undisputed
kind of trcaimi ut is pursued.
Mandrake
on record, that Schenek's Pulmonic Syrup,
Bills, and Seaweed Tonic have cured Very many of what
seemed to be hopeless cases of consumption. »«o »\ h. re you
will, you will f<e almost iv riant to lit til some poor c«mHiunpti'e who has been rescued lrotu the very jaws of death
by their Use.
So far as the Mandrake Pills are concerned, everybody
should keep a supply of them on hand. They net on the
liver better than calomel, and l a.e none ot its hurtful
efleets behind. In tael, th y uie excellent in all eases
where a pur. ative medicine i» required.
lfy.*u have partaken too freely of fruit.uud diurrhua eusues, a dost* of the
M:iudr..ke* will cute > .u.
Ify u are subject to >ick headache, lake u do>e of the Mandrakes, and they will relieve
y\»u in two hours. It you w<<uld obviate the cdei t of a
change of vv it r, or the too lice indulg m e iu fruit, take
one of the Maudrak-s every nig hi, and you may tlnu
drink water, and eat water-melons, pears, upph *, piling
peaches, or Coin, without ihe ri. k » f being made si. k by
iho-c v ho h a in damp situations
them. They wail prole,
against chills and f.-mrs. try th. in. Tln-y are peifectly
1 hey can do you good uly.
harmless.
I have abandon'd uiy proies.it ual visits to Boston and
e pain lit* at my otliee. No. 1 >
New \ oi’k, but Continue to
North Six:h Street, 1 hiladelplna, e.iiy >..tuid.y, iroiu
*», a u to a, »*.n. 1 hose w bo w ish a thorough xuimnation
he
w ith the lit spii otnet. r w ,11 be churg.d u. w doliat-..
Kespiroincter d.elatus tne exaei .-noit.. u c-t the lum ;
and patients can lvadiiy h a. n v. h« tin r tin y a;e curable
But 1 desire 11 tl.-l.tu tly utidcr-tood, that 1 lie valol* llol.
ue of my mediein. -* d.-,>*uulB
unruly upon their being takt u

of

Legislature is constituted of 31 Senaand 151 Representatives. The average

their Fall

offering

now

and

Winter stock of

and

Ihy

Fancy

by

Goods

paid

at REDUCED PRICES.
Their entire stock has been marked down.

Good y’d WideCottonslOcpery’d
former

12 1-2 cts.

price

Scarlet & Gray Flannels

Oct

Table Linens marked down.
h> per cent, less

a

general slaugh-

the Prices of

ter

on

As

we

take account of Stock in

previous to March
1st, we are willing to dispose of our
stock at prices that will benefit the
customers.
Many goods are to be

strictly acoording to in rec lions.
Iu conclusion, 1 will say, that wh.ti persons take my
lUedicin. n, and lit. .r t-.y»ums are b.on^hi Into a healthy
Condition thereby tin y are not bo li Me to mko cold; y.t
no one with diseased lun, scan b< .r .t -udtb-u
hang*? of atmosphere without the liability of grvat. or less irritation
of ihe brotiehial tub* s.

■"

■

1

f Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and age,must
be paidfor, \
In East Corinth, Feb. 0, Mrs. l*hebe F., wile of the
late Capt. Isaac lioardman of Belfast, aged 74 years a
months.
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Androscoggin.
Aroostook,

Cumberland,

Franklin,
Hancock,
Kennebec,
Knox,
Lincoln,
Oxford,
Penobscot,
Piscataquis.

Sagadahoc,

1
I
4
0
1
2

I
1
I
3
0
o

i
w

M

2
15,676
9,379
1,356
18,746
16,269
12,825
10,620
5.034

13,200
14,043

14,397

o

V!
S

7
19
4
8

12
7
0.
8

17
3

Co-Partnership Notice.
FNDF.RSK.N HD, having this day formed
A partnership under the name and style of
CARLE & MORRISON,
l or tin- purpose of carrying on the

f1^11 K

Hardware

.splendid

assortment,

hand that

on

will be dosed out at cost and less
than cost.

Those in want of

For Sal© at

I VI'O

THE

would do well to examine
and hear

ing

our

prices

our

before

stock

IN
corn,

purchas-

elsewhere.

THE CELEBRATED j!
|
j
I

I
|
!

|

do well to call on me before going Into
as I wish to leavo for the South irn
A lease of the building will be sold with the
and a youug
goods. This shop is doing a
man with a email capital will do well to Invest.
Feb.
tsri.
gw:il
F.
K.
WUITCOM15.
Searsport,
*,

goad business,

WATCHJFOUNl).

announce

a

lately occupied by Timothy Mayo,
accommodate their customers and those wishing to
work for them livlug in that locality. There will be
kept in connection with the above a large and desirable
stock oi goods of all kinds. Also the drover A
Baker and Bavla lenlag Machine!. By up
right dentines they hope to merit the labor of un unlimited Dumber ot good Vest Makers.

to

QUIMBY.

Now Blacksmith

Shop

8. A.

constantly

hand

on

Reduced

at

BLODOKTT, having
cated himself in his new Brick Shop,
opposite L. A. Knowlton A Co’s. Store,
would inform his old customers and the
needy public, that he is ready to attend
to all jobs in his line, including Ship work and general

repairing.
Belfast, Feb. 8,1871.

tfJl

MOTICE!
HAVE

HKL1N-

£

tPf'J

>,lvl.

POOR.

liKLl’AST

U'!',

Maine.

u .v\ r.

this

10 DOAN£ ST.
BOSTON,

ruui«-ui

Aci*ca

—OF THK

city.

Best Fanning and Mineral Lands in America.

Store,

GLOVES.
large stock of Fleeced Lined
Gloves to be sold at 17 ets. per pair,

A

price 42

cents.

PAPER COLLARS

1.000. 000

acres

choice farming
he roail, in the

laud*

uu

the Hue ot

1

STATE OI'

AEltKASkA,

I.IIKAT I'l.ATTI'. N AI.l.l.
Now lor =ule, lor cash or credit at low rates «•! lutejvjt.
lhese lands are near the list parallel of North Latitude
iu a mild and healthy cliirtiie, aud tor gralu grow lug
land stock raising are unequalled by any m thr l tilted
1
State*.
Pike*
Convenient to market both east and we-t.
to #10,00 per acre.
| range from $

GREAT INDUCEMENTS
i To Settlers with limited

means

2,5 00,000 ACRES
llicli government lands along the road betwoeu
O^I All I A!V1» XOKTII PLATTE
I Surveyed and open tor ntry under the Homestead and
Pre-emption laws, and can be taken b\
ACTUAL SKTTLFRS, ONLY.
!
An opportunity never before presented lor securing
• homes near a
great Railroad with all the convenience*
of an old settled country. New edition of deacrlplin
pamphlets with maps, now ready aud sent free t« all
parts ot the United States, Canada aud Kurope. A J
o. F. DANIS. Land Commissioner,
dress,
l
ha'-l
P, R. R. Co,, Omaha, Neb.

Finish, Cloth Lined, Button
Hole Collars P Boxes for P5 ''ts.
j

Linen

Freedom

Linen Handkerchiefs.
A break down in

has been

prices

Good
department.
Linen Handkerchiefs 8 cts. each.
made in this

WORSTED GOODS
Nubias, Hoods,
Scarfs, Jackets,
Son tags, Ac.
selling at cost and less than cost.

JUST

RECEIVED

Burlap

JO RISERS.
Country
they

HAYFORD BLOCK,

the School one ot the host in the State. Primal y amt
Normal Departments will be added the comlug term,
also a course of Lectures upon Kduculouul aud Scleati
fie topics.
Arrangements have been made to luroDb
board and rooms to all who may apply at the lowest
rates.

TUITION:
$1.50 to 2.00.
Primary Dept.
Common English,
3.50.
-4.50.
Higherdo. & Normal,
Classical,.5.00.

BOARD,
yfjO per H«eb.
Those wishing assistance in procuring board can apply
to the Principal or either ot the following named genttu
men:
VV. S, Fuller, A. J. Hillings, or Benj. Williams
YY. M. IT I.I.EII. Mecrvtury.
tw fu
Freedom, Jan. '-’8, 1m; i
...

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

OF A GRIST MILL, and privilege.-,
two of them French Btirs
j with four run of Stones,
and two Bolts; it is one of the best Country Mills in the
constructed
is
of Stone aud Cedar.
State, the lower part
A Iso one Saw Mill in good repair with oppoituuitles for
all
the
lumber manufactured tiuds a
other Machinery,
ready market at the Mill. Also two Stores, Blacksmith’*
Shop, House lots, Ac., all situated In the dourUhlu*
Village of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or
Belfast A M. L. R. R. some six miles. Also In the lowu
of Jackson, several lots ot valuable timber lauds, most
of them containing a heavy growtli of Hemlock, Spruce,
Hardwood and Cedar, The above lots lie six miles from
the Mills in Monroe whore the logs
may he driven at
small expense. Most of the land is within four miles of
B. A M. 11, L. R. R. The Hemlock Bark tiuds a market
at Plymouth which is distant about ten miles, or at H»*4

(CONSISTING

fast.

For particulars apply
J OS K I'll

to

i'ALMKK,

Monroe

Bl.NJ. WILLIS. Baugor House, Bangor, Me.

Midi

or

tt:U*

guarantee Executors Sale of Real Estate.
-ovirtue of a license from tue JUDGE
all,
Byof Frobato, for the Coiiuty ot Waldo, the under

March 1st.

Simonton Bros.

THK

IN THE TOWNS OF MONROE & JACKSON.

in Brilliant Colors.

prices advertised

Academy!

SPRING TKRM OK THIS INS IT IT.’TK ».N
will begin TupihIuv, F«l».
and continue ter.
weeks under the charge ot Mr. N. A. LUCK, I'rluclpul,
with competent assistants in the several Department*.
Having thoroughly refitted the School-rooms of tin
institution and re-organized tin* boards ot oversight
and instruction, the Trustees are determined to make of

on

Simonton Bros. & Co.

Closet
Co,

Ooiiip’y

In the

RICH,
disposed
POOR,

/Earth

\

Laiul (xiMiat lliretf front ilio buu

10 per cent, less
13.000. 000

POOR

lyrll

t ON
1., iu

—OF

lo-

CAPITALIST

House aud

Heaver Mohair CORONER!

former

Branch Vest Shop.
that
UNDERSIGNED, beg leave to
THE
they have opened branch VEST SHOP at Monroe,
store
in the
the better

HERKBV GIVEN THAT I

Story

two

JOHN

will

ttkidg THE OWNER CAN HAVE THE SAME
by proving property to tUe subscriber.
3w:U*
C. J. HALL.
Belfast, Feb. 1871.

IS

ORDER TO CLOSE A
the

Rockland, on South side of Rockland
street, adjoining Heujauiln Rnowltuu's
will be sold very low, and possession
given ini mediately. The house is pleasantly situated,
in a good neighborhood, five or six minutes walk from
the Post Office, High School and Churches. It contaiu*
sixteen finished rooms, numerous closets and other Ouu
venicnces. Cellar under the whole. The house is in
good repair, has two handsome parlors, parlor chambers
and spacious entries, above and below, all which are
elegantly papered and painted. It is very suitable for u
private dwelling, or tor a Hoarding House, aud Is con
venient for one or two taniilies. A perfect title will be
given tree from all claims to dower. The premises uu>
be examined ou application to Benjmnln Knowlton, ur

Rockland, Jan.

elsewhere,

POTE &

Bargain.

PETER THACHER. Agent of Proprietor*,
No. 2 Kimball Block.

FRUIT & CONFECTIONERY

tiw:il

a.

DRESS GOODS

CUT FREE OF CHARGE
when the doth is purchased at our

For Sale.

business

Business.

Union Uacilio Railroad

t*KH«iOX Wliami TO 1.0

mediately.

.»

Prices.

NEWS.

Camden.

business,

t

prepared

Waterproof Cloakings,

A

a

At the old stand of F A. CARLF, No. it’l Maiu M.
take this method of informing all old customers snu
other.i that we are now
to oiler goods of tin
best quality and at prices as low as the lowe>t by adher
Ing strictly to our motto, quick sales and small protits
We hope to meet a liberal share ot patronage.

Dress Goods.

Tales stud Novels, which we offer for $1,00 each.
BELrAIT PIIK E8 CUBHEIV,
These books are sold by moBt booksellers from $1.50 to
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
$2 .50 each. Ajf-SAVK from .50 TO 75 Cents on kai h
Bend tor Catalogue free.
Book.
DealFeb.
We call attention to
Belfast, Wednesday,
1.1871.
II. W. rnH dk CO., Boston, Boss.
O
10 to 11
Flour,
$3.00 to 11.00 Round Hog,
ImUO
P.
O.
Box
1HBI,
3
Corn Meal,
1.00 to 1.05 Clear Salt Pork,
$23 to 26
ers, to Odd Jolt Lots that will bo
1.25 to 0.00 llutton per lb,
0 to 8
Rye Meal,
g
1.00 to 0.0O Lamb per lb,
7 too NO
Rye,
IS
TOO
h
95 to 100 Turkeys,per lb,
ot' less than
can be
25 to 30
Corn,
2,700 Bailey,
05 to 70 Chickens, per lb
22 to 25
NO FARMER IS TOO
550 Beaus,
2.00 to 2.75 Ducks, per lb,
25 to 00
had in the Western Markets.
15 to 18
3,364 Marrowfat Peas,1.00to 1.25 Heese,
55 to 60 Hay per ton,
$18 to 22 NO MECHANIC IS TOO
2,158 Oats,
95
1.00
to
Potatoes,
Lime,
$1.26 to 00
3,293 Dried
10 Washed Wool,
8 to
35 to 42 to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for tbe
Apples,
3,401
00 to 75 Unwashed Wool,
25 to 33 water-closet or common privy, and places within reach
Cooking, do.
1,791 Butter,
21 to .15 Pulled Wool,
40 to00 of all, rich and poor, in town and In the country, a sim952 Cheese,
20 to oo Hides.
7 7-4 to 00 ple means for providing, in the house, a comfortable pri290 Eggs,
25 to 00 Calfskins,
10 2-3 to 00 vate closet, affording comfort, neatness and health.
Send for Circulars to
Prices $0 to
18 to 00 SheepSkins,
4,144 Lard,
50to$l
mean business and will
10 Wood,
8 to
$5.50 toS.OO
1,950 Beef,
hard,
1.00 Wood, soft,
$4.00 to 00
2,219 Apples,Baldwin, 90to
00
10
to
Dry
4
to 5
Pollock,
to
the
until
873 Veal,
T RAOf
0 to
Cod.
8J Straw,
$8 to 10
1,404 Dry

4
18,807
1
8
Somerset,
13,849
1
8
Waldo,
14,440
2
10
Washington,
2,904
1,834
2
14
it was th» Shanghai, and not the
19,783
2,125 500
Sculpin, that we questions by “a perverse and evil generation, seek- York,
per cent. *■«»■* *•**•■«••
The above table leaves 10 Senators and 8 Cull Particulars and four valuable
said regaled himself on carpet tacks.
ers after a sign.’’
sample? sent
receipt of SO Cents for postage Stc.
Representatives to be distributed with refer- by mall on
Frosted ears and noses abounded the first of the
Address
FI*K * ID6AB,
Flour is risiug in the market—tea and coffee com- ence to fractions and relative increase ot
poplark Pax III.
week.
ulation.
ing down.
tw30*
[Kennebec Journal.
Augusta, Maine,

Siniontim Bro?. Ar Co-.
lmos.’o

PORT OF BELFAST.

man,

ANT COLORS ON BVtti A l'
and Retail at

For sale Wholesale

sacrificed.

WE

I

Rii»' Pa tt ern

a

ST AM 1*F.D IN BUI 1.1 l

Books! Books? Books? DODGE’S RUG PATTERNS, damped

w

DODG-E’S

GOODS.

our

few weeks and

A

)

A trui copy of suit ana order of Court thereon.
j\v ;l
Attest—'W. U. FRYE, C».i:»th.

offered before.

We have made

ffl.n.

Sup. Jud. Court, .lan. 'Icrm, 187 l. }
Oui-KHKH, i lint the l'laintitf give notice to the l>c
fondants of the pendency of this suit by causing an at
tested copy
this writ with this order thereon to bt
published three weeks successively .’n the Republican
Journal, a public newspaper printed at Beliast, in th
County of Waldo, the last publication to be not le»# than
thirty days before the next term of this Court, to b
holden at Belfast, within aiul for the County of Wttldo.
on the iliird Tuesday of April 1871, that said Deli ndants
.t
may th *n and there appear and answer to said suit
they shall see cause
ATTE9T—W. li FRYK, Cl.both

Crash 8 cts. per yard.

ever

Contra Cr.
By bill of Merchandise,

It.

Wai 1)0. ss.,

10x4 AW Blankets 3,50 per pair,

than

ANNKXr.D.J

business,

marked down from 45 to 37 cts.

Shawls

OUST.

»

Messrs Mavo & Tayler .0 Geo, 1.. Havner,
Dr.
ls;o.
Sept. :I'o balance due on settlement of accts. $Ioo,oj
Expenses to Boston and back on your

S

Ayer's American Almanac, for the new year, qulshed to my minor son, Z. W. Slater, the balance ot
tors
has arrived for delivery gratis by all Druggists to his time during his minority, and shall pay no debts ot
nor claim any of his earnings after this
number entitled to a Senator is therefore 20,- all who call for it.
This little annual has the larg- bis contracting
JOHN G. SLATKK.
date.
200; and the average entitled to a Represen- est circulation of any book in the world, made by
Belmont, Jan. SO, 1871.
the fact that it furnishes the best medical advice
tative 4147.
The following table exhibits the number of which is available to the people—enables them to
determine
are and how to
Senators and Representatives to which each cure them. what their complaints
It contains the startling announce--_ocounty will be entitled by dividing their ment of the conflagration of a world, or the combusnumbers by these averages; and gives also tion of one of the stars in the firmament with all its
HAVE A LARGE QUANT1TV OF BOOKS,
1 mol'd
to dispose ot comprising most ot the popular
the fraction on which the apportionment will attendant planets.
Hooks of Travel,
Poets,
Adveature,
be completed.

£

f A*

Ginghams 121-2 cts. per yard

witness to disclose them. 3d. Notice to a
ARRIVED.
Feb. i*. Brig Charles Wesley, Bucksville; Schs Mary
person receiving a telegram to produce it is
New
Oak Grove Mathews, Boston
Ella,
Thomas,
if
Castle;
the
before
trial
comseasonable,
given
7th. Sell 1) K Arey, ltyan. Boston.
to be closed out
4th. The degree of credit to be
mences.
SAILED.
given to an accomplice is to be determined Feb. •“». Schs Jachin, Kane, Baltimore,
than ever sold in
rt. Schs Mazurka, Kimball, Boston; N. Clifford, Gilby the jury.

upon the up track in the face of the second Paeifle
express.
At the same time Uie Chicago sleeping car was
one sheet of flames, and though desperate attempts
were made to rescue the passengers, it is Isaid that
Issued to Maine inventors, for the
Patents.
not one got out alive. Two other sleeping cars j
next to it were also wrapped in flames, but the pas- week ending Jan. SI, 1371, and each hearing that
date, lteported for the Journal by \Vr.\l. F. Skavy,
sengers in them all got out safely, and then the Solicitor of Patents, Schwartz liioek. West Market
bridge took lire.
An attempt was made to stop the express which Square, Bangor, Me.
Willis Porter, Orono, Shingle Machine; A. K.
was then approaching, but there was not time
Ifampden, Fly Exterminator.
enough, and it struck the oil ear, and the fragments Walker,
Whole number of Patents issued for the week
of the oil car scattered in every direction and at
20S,
together with 10 He-issues, :‘> Extensions, 10
once ignited, enveloping the entire express train
in flames. The express train was composed of a Designs, and 2 Trade-marks.
locomotive, one baggage ear, one express car and
Affections ok the Chest ani> Throat.
live or six sleeping ears. The locomotive was at
once hurled into the river, the engineer killed, and Persons afflicted, however slightly, with any weakness
of the Chest or Throat, involving either the
the baggage and express cars were piled on top of
the engine.
Larynx, Traches, Bronchial Tubes, anil the Lungs
In less than ten minutes afterwards the whole themselves, should, on the first symptom, comstructure fell, carrying with it the Chicago car and mence with Fellows’ Compound Syrup of
burying It and its inmates out of sight under water, 11ypopiiosphitks, as by its use, diseases of those
and among the ruins of the locomotive and express organs (even Consumption in its primary stage)
are speedily cured and more alarming symptoms
cars. This terrible result settled all doubts as to
the probability of rescuing any one, dead or alive, prevented.
Many persons sutler with sick headache and nerand there was nothing done until daylight. The
killed thus far known are the Engineer, Conductor vous headache, usually induced by costiveness, inof the Chicago ear, and a brakman. It is also digestion, &e. Such persons will find relief, if not
thought that Rev. Dr. Deems of the Church of the cure, by keeping the bowels open with small doses
Strangers, New York city, and his wife are among of “Parsons’ Purgative Pills."
the dead, as a gentleman stated that ttiey occupied
Have you inflammatory sore throat, stiff joints,
a berth in the Chicago car.
Charles Cossum, con- or lameness from any cause whatever ? Have
you
ductor of the train, states that there were sixtv-Iive- rheumatic or other pains in any part of the body ?
sleepiug ear tickets, and that he has found the If so, use “Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment. Our
owners of fiftv-tvvo of them, indicating that but
word for it, it is the best pain killer in the country.
thirteen person are missing. The passengers say,
A gentleman in Lenox says: “My feet felt as
however, that the Chicago car contained twenty- though thousands of needles were being stuck into
live or thirty persons and that none got out alive. them, but as soon as I commenced
nstng Ueuue’s
All the trains are stopped at the break and the
Magic Oil, the chilblains began to disappear, and
work of recovering the dead bodies lias commenc- soon
well. It is good for chilblains. Sold by
got
ed. Coroner Andrews of Poughkeepsie, has been
Poor & Son.
notified and is waiting for a train to convey him to
HCSyOr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy produces perfect
the spot. Upon the ice near the wreck a body was
touiul with the entrails torn out and the head and cures of the worst cases of Catarrh. “Cold in the
head," Coriza and Catarrhal Headache, as hundreds
legs crushed. It has not been identified.
of testimonials from well known citizens and emiNew Hamburg, 7th.
nent physicians who have used it in their practice
lip to this time sixteen bodies have been recover- abundantly lestify. It is mild, pleasant, and unired, including two children.
ritating. The proprietor otters $300 for a case of
Catarrh that he cannot cure. Sent to any address
by mail on receipt of sixty cents. Address R. V.
Legislative Apportionment. The pub- Pierce, M. I)., 133 Seueca street, Butt'alo. N. Y.
Sold
lished Census of Maine exhibits a populaby druggists. Remember that Dr. Pierce’s
private Government Revenue Stamp is on every
tion of 026,195.
of the Genuine.
package
The

of Waldo, ou th*
and there in our
said Court to answer unto George L. Havner of Winter
in
said
oi
Master
port
County
Waldo,
Mariner, in anWa
ot the case, for that said defendants at said Belfast on
the day of the purchase of this writ being indebted to
the Plaintiff in the sum of tifty-three dollars and thirtythree cents according to the account annexed, then an
there in consideration thereof, promised the Plaintiff to
pay him that sura on demand.
Also for that said Defendants, at New York, to wii ut
said Belfast, on the sixteenth day of March lff70,
their
agreement in writing of t.iat doe bv them signed lor n
valuable consideration to them
by the Plaintiff,
promised and agreed to pay to one Win. It. Morrill, ax
acceptance which said Morrill then held against the P-ti
lor the Mum ol three hundred and
twenty-two dollr.r*
and nineteen cents and relieve said l’lft. from all
liability
on account of said acceptance.
Yet said I>eit*. although
said acceptance haB loug since became due and
payable,
and although there requested, said Defts. have not
paid
the same or relieved the PI if. from all liability on tn,=
same, but Pltf. has been compelled to pay the same ;u
said Morrill.
Yet though often requested, the saU
Defendants the *ame have not paid, but neglect and refuse so to do, to the damage of the said Plaintiff' as insays the sum of <ix hundred dollar*, which shall theu
and there bo made to appear with other due damage*.
And have you there this writ with your doiug* there.'u
Witness, Jonat han U. Dumucrhon, Esquire, at liei
fast, the twenty-tilth day oi November, In the year ot
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 9eventv,
S. I.. Ml LLI KEN t ... *a

Simonton Bros & Co.
are

your precinct,) to appear before oor Justliv*
Supreme Judicial Court, next to bo holdeu m

our

Belfast, within and for the County
first Tuesday of January next, th**n

—

>

OI' to aitach the goods or e*t^t“
Mayo and Benjamin V. Tyler bofb

Albert B.

or

Boston, in the County of Suffolk and Comiaonwea/vi
of Massachusetts, merchants and copartners
under thu
stylo of Mayo & Tyler, to the value of six hundred ih*-'
tors; and summon the said defendants (if they may tv
found within

>

~~~

Supreme Court has overruled the exceptions filed by the counsel ot Litchfield,
found guilty of being an accessory in the
Lime Rock Rank robbery at Rockland. The
points decided by the Court are ; 1st. Telegraphic communications arc not privileged.
2d. A telegraphic operator is bound as a

the Sheriff* of our respective CouDfiea
either of their Deputies.

or

W1'
Of

*'

guage :
“This action on the part of the Governor
of Florida is, in my opinion, unworthy of the
executive of any State, and well warrants
Full directions In all languages utvompuny my medithe presumption that there is some latent incines, so explicit and eluui that any on .an lie tin in
without consulting U.e, amt c m be bought Bum any
fluence operating upon his Excellency which
lruggi*>t.
J. 11. SCUKNCA, M.I>.,
prompts him to protect this fugitive and olNo. 15 North
’.ire.;, 1 1...ad* lpliia
iord him opportunity to escape.”
QF.ORGE C. COODWiN & Cu.. Boston. A jents.
And yet this man Littlefield, this fugitive
Iyri93p
thief, was a boon companion of General
Grant at Long Branch. Comment unnecesAnd vet Littlefield is hut an example
sary.
MARRIED.
of the swarm which has been infesting our
borders; and when we complain of them we
In
Jan. 14, Lawrence Parsons ot Cushing to
are called disloyal and are said to be perse- Mrs. Cushing,
Susan Clements of Bangor.
cuting loyal men, and then a committee forsooth must be appointed to investigate these
DIED.
“Southern outrages.”
TT~
The

WALDO, SS.—To

Executor of the last will and testament ot JonaTreat, late of Fraukfort, In said County, deceased,
will sell at Fublic Auction, at the store of E. i». Treat,
in said Frankfort, on Wednesday the eighth day oi
March next, at eleveu o’clock, A. M., so much or the
real estate of which said Johathan died, seized or possessed as will produce the sum ot twenty-nine thousand
WILLIAM TREAT, Executor.
dollurs.
WInterport, Jan. *d7, isn.

signed,

than

Co.,
Belfast.Me.

^ Ui'iiiUi.
In it ‘l»N
t>i iv
li;C
luiil 1 ,,111 hound to tel! yon i. i, murder,
therefore, in the discharge ot iuy duly, 1 tel!
;.u
you so; hut I tell you. at the same time, a
fairer due! than this I never heard of in the
whole course of my life !” An acquittal was
UuMi, low. m» jm**i<umte pruym
the result of this extraordinary charge. Sucu wUlfuI w at. lung lor tlm weary eye*,
m
cess at the Irish bar, without a duel, was imbring noon's radiame ba. k to winter, kie.,
:piiii.g'n glow to autumn*- air
possible. It was the favorite boast of Toler
*1 v little day is done,
(Lord Xorbury) that he began the world with
1 te
tittv pounds and a pair of hair-trigger pistols.
wnikening pulse, the feeble ttutlering heart,
Kl'ive m rly throbbed their Iasi; \ve tw o ion d part.
1‘hillips speaks oi the change m the next,
We two who were but one.
The lire and the
generation, when he snvs:
I w ill not -ay to d«>.
The
tun of the squarean liv an* gone.
I
Would 1 had loved you bi tter.’* M »> he •>
I morning of whi«kv, the noon of dueling, and
.1 all Utv he ot etUlld give, It gave I kn.itV,
the night of claret, have all passed away,
The !,.
honr.- glide aw ay.
and days ot vulgar reckoning have ueeeded.”
not
-von
shall
V nd \oil
weep;
The great hero ol those day- was John
l ear* Hirnot *!av me, and I want to rest
1‘hilpot Curran, the finest orator at the bar
My living head upon vmir loving breast.
who probably ever harrangned a court in
1 lilies <a,me* tor woe, for sleep.
1 that or
any other country, lib courage was
} <.n will have time for sorrow
equal to ids eloquence. lie often detended
When the grave doses o’er my head forever;
the Irish State prisoners prosecuted by the
W <• may not watdi the red sun sink together,
Ivrehnnee. mine own, t.wnovrovv.
Government, at the risk of his life, in rooms
lull of scowling and menacing soldiers and
NiiW while the world goes hv.
While blossom* bloom and fade, liuil* hum and , other enemies, who darted lightning glances
wither,
against him. lie said upon one oeea-ion t
jd wim u*s ice benumbs the *mnmer liver,
them: 'You may assassinate, but you can
die.
Habit* smile and old men
Of Curran, Lord Hymn
not intimidate me !'’
rnht-edi-d and unheeding,
said
I have met Curran at (lie Holland
i.-t life, and lime, and death their ivroids leave:
House. He beats every lusty. Hi-imaginav\ iiitc- \ou amt 1, on thi* sweet uutuuiu eve.
tion is beyond human, and his humor i- perour life's la*t page are reading.
fect. He has titty laces, and twice as many
Talk v4 tbe past, mv love,
1 have heard that
voices when he mimics.
<<. the svvret days while yt t you wooed vour bride; 1
man speak more poetry than I have ever seen
-I* aining lingeiiugs at the dim seaside.
«>i wails ilir. ugh glen an.t grove.
written, although I saw him seldom, and but
Mr. 1’hillip- desm-ibes his
occasionally.”
crashed
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rPHE NEW YORK DAY-ROOK. ’1 tlK CHAM
ALAINS r
1
PlOX «>F Will l i: SlJPUK.UAt \
T1 i F, WOULD. —A
MUSI-CLASS 1.1LHT PALL
DKMOCUA1IC WLLKLY, established in laort. S''-* per
I lor-ix in.oil I;-*.
Snh-erlbe for It.
lor speciyear;
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let'.oey made his appearance he took him
into ids library, and, alter locking the door,
•aid: “Gregoiy, you are my oldest friend,
inii I have had no scruple in sending for
von.
It seems 1 am about to lie grossly and
I. who have never
villainously insulted.
eveil brooked a surly look.
Will yon believe
it. Gregory, our mock monarch of the Phtenix
Fail; means to demand my resignation.
Of
course, the puppet and poltroon himself is
Hut my mind is mad
irre ponsible.
up.
The Castle hack he sends shall he his proxy.
1 11 have his life or he shall have mine—even
i hough he were my brother.
Gregory, tny
old and valued friend, will you stand by me?
I lie hair-triggers are ready, as in the days of
It is useless to say
l ately and Fitzgerald !”
that Gregory did not deliver the message,
nut for years after he was not disturbed.
( hie of his peculiarities was never to allow
A Mr.
the plea of non-suit in his court.
U allace, ail attorney, who had applied for
“1 hope my Lord,
one once, said (o him:
youi Lordship will, for once, have the courage to non-suit.” The reply was characteristic : “Courage ! 1 tell you what. Mr. Wallace. there are two kinds of courage—courage to-shool. and courage to non-shoot—and
I hope ] have both, but non-shoot now 1 eert a inly will not.”
J hat was a
dueling ace in
Ireland, say between 1782 and 182ft. "Curran
fought four duels, and bis npnnent in one
was afterward bis friend in another.
Corey,
i he Chancellor of the Exchequer, fought Mr.
Grattan. Clonnell, afterward Chief Justice,
loiiglit lour duels —two with Lords and two
with Commoners. Medge, afterward Karon,
fought his own brother-in-law and two others
Ikiuiel O’Connell met and killed Mr. l)’Esteire
Barrington, who lived in these days,
and fought several duels himself, states that
no less than two hundred and twenty-seven
single combats came under his observation.
Mr. l’hillips states that he was counsel in
the Sligo summer Assizes of 1812, in the ease
of The Kin" vs. Fenton. The latter was indieled for killing Major Hollis in a duel. Old
Judge Fletcher thus charged the jury in the
ease; “Gentleman, it is my business to lay
down the law to you, and I will. The law

Irapv 1\ by .pm! j
allusion of Mm ire b* Kmnic! ;
in his Irish Melodics :

I inti,

ing tin* following

() breathe not his name! let it sleep in the shade
Where, cold and anhonered, his relies me laid :
Sad, silent uud dark be the tears that we shed,
As the night-dew that kills on tin* grass o’er his head.
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111!', WOlUvINl. CLASS.
We are now prepared,
luruish all classes with constant employment
at j
of
tin*
whole
the
lime
or
lor
the spare moments.
Inline,
I In si ue
new, light, and prolitahle, IVr-oiis ol either
rex easily earn from
to }. per evening and a pro-I
portion:,| sum by .h-vohng their w hole line lothe t ■:
tie-.
I'.oys ami :* iris e .mi iieatl> as much as men. That!
all who -ee this notice may •<, ml I heir addie-s, and lest
the business, we maki the unparalleled oiler
To such
as are Hot Wcl I Sat i li
I, w e will send 21 t.i paV l-.r the
tin ihl«* Sample
trouble ot writing. I nil pari icular*’, a
which will do to commence w ork on, and
copy of The
Literary Com/ninion -one ot the largest and
best family newspapers ever published
ill mat lice by
mall. Leader, it you waul permanent, plot table work',
address
L. (..ALL I. \ & » *b, At «.i
.a, Maim
to

1

Hut the night-de\v that falls, though in silence it w.-.-p*,
.Still brightens with Verdure the grave where In
j.And the tear that we slid, though in s.-oret ii robs,
Shall long keep his memory green in oar souls.
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The Springfield (().) Advertiser. .lanuarv j
Kith, says: (Juite an interesting incident
occurred not two miles from this city, which, j
we believe,
lias not as yet ... chronicled
Any impiher is vry easily satisfied of its
w % vri:a> t » i■ i11\.i's lor our Xfir anil J
truth by tin* blush that bis question ol impii
eld f\>r Is. 1, with
and I
Heuutifub Map of I.
and A e/e T-ddr * ui.h and /.*•7ii/imt •; Karls, j
■
all
Hullrom/s,
rv
will paint upon the faces of all parties.
(ireai wages cleared by good aye,it-.
^yon per
On a certain lot is situated a cosy double cot-1 mouth. Apply lor term-; and territory 1 $b>o
> lb L. <ii
icNtage, the eastern part of whieli is inhabited j:si-.v (Jeiieral A genl, Cone >r 1, a. !1
by a gay. newly married couple, while the!
remaining rooms are occupied by a maiden I
?
of middle age, whose weight is yoo pound
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special accommodation.
h iving devoted over twenty years to this
ceiling and all, to the evident discomlilitre of j 77/e Mtirrierf l ,.///>: /•.■■'it,- <\),n;>ani>n contains tin-1 DIC. Dl-Vbranch
ol tie treatment oi all disease- peculiar
various parties. The dud dealing away, ! desired itilorm it on. Sent tree 1. r t \v •'tamps, Address particular it is nowconceded
1.»female*,
by all, tboth in this couu
Pi.
Mt:s. M. M M I’/.iiKK, ll.m ...
there was a piece of Immunity suspended in |
and
that
he excels all other known practic
try
Kurope,)
toners lu the sale, speedy and effectual treat im ut ot all
mid air hy a robe de unit, the extremities of!
Mt 4| I' K'fti * -A \ i' tint <>1 early indiser*
female complaints.
I >r, premature decay,
which were attached to the nails above, while j
tiou, causing iutvous
Ili.s medicines are prepared with the express purpose
advertised remedy, has j
in vain
tried
&c.,
having
of
ot removing all diseases, such as debility, weakness, un
a pair
pedal appendages were dangling a simple means <,t hear.every
which 1»• will send tree to
natural
suppressions,enlargements ot the womb, also all
about in search of terra firms. Of course the his fellow •'ulh-ier.-. A ldr.
ll.'l
T I I.K, 7S Nassau
disenargisi which How from a morbid slate oi the blood,
shreeks of tainting women and the bewilder- 'it. New ^ ork.
fin* Ductoi is now fully prepared to treat in his peculiar
ment of astonished men precluded all idea of
fityle, both medically and surgically, all dijeasea oi the
lareu'Uhiii'hie* ;*u«l OlMlrut- female se\, and they are respectfully invited to call .it
immediate extrication ; so that it was not for
l oUer’s I’emal*; Periodical Pills
lions. -Ur. \V
1 <i 'll Kuiliiidi Hiirei. UtNCiii*
some minutes that our female friend found j regulate anil remove all oh-trueimn-, Nothin? injurious
All letters re iutriu" advice must contain oneaoiur to
$ j a l.ov. uiIkc No. ll*.»N ijsan *• t., Hoorn j
herself safe at home meditating over the lot- to health.
=
I it, New York City. ;'C' t t y mil ,.nywi'.:re on receipt, J incur: an <tn w. 1r.
lies of curiosity.
Boston. Jan.
1871—lyr
oi' the amount.
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be ohlalned in vain.
An anee'h'te is related in this connection.
The land
j
Lieutenant of Ireland sent Mr. (iregory, his.
Private Secretary, to intimate to Norbury
that his resignation would lie acceptable.
1 lie old Judge had got wind of it, and when

t)

'Nl

Cant.

effectually destroymany thousand.-*, u
ed aud removed, t or full dire.’.ions, read caretully
in lour lant
uck
around
buttle,
i-iint-d
the circular
guages—English, German, reach and Spanish.
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mil DIAMOND CLASSES,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT!

curative effect.
Cleanse the Vitiarl Blood whenever you find its
impurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, Eruptions or Sores cleanse it when vi.uttndit obstructed
and sluggish in the veins; cleanse ic when it is foul,
and your feelings will tell you wl.cn. Keep the blood
\v ill follow.
pnru and the health of the system
TAPE and other WO ft :HS, lurking in the

••

.1

to

H

Independent

and Diseases of the Skin, of whatever name or nature,
are literally dug up and carried o.ii of the system in a
short time by the use of these Bitters. One bottle in
such cases will convince tho most incredulous of their

Vs,a,

-*

Trains on Maine Central Railroad at Hmuiuii! loi
Portland, Boston, and all Stations west ut Burnham, on
itnimi- rntr.il and Portland and Kennebt-c Railroad-*.
Mixed Traiu h aving Belfast at 1 .-*«», connects with
Train on MaineCentr.il Railroad tor Augusta and Skou
began, and with 'Train going l ast tor Bangor and oil
.stations on Maiue Centra! X Curopean A North American Railroads.
Train* ove.r Maine Central Railroad leaving Bangor at
7.A. M., and Train over Portland and Kennebec Kailroad ,going F.aat leaving Augusta Hi »» A. M., arrive B
Burnham in season to connect with Mixed Train over
Beltkdt and Moosehead Rake Railroad, arriving at Bel
last Jit 1 .*.lU.
Stages will leave Belfast for s.-arsporl and Srocklou
on arrival ot -.r, P. M. Train troni Burnham returning
in Season to connect with the
A. M. Train tor Portland
Huston, Ac.
Through Tickets to Portland and Bustuii at mdd at
all Stations on this line, tr.’i A. HA i FORD, Su;it.
With

H

regions
symptoms, are t u* eh-: rings m Dyspepsia.
They invig-uata tho Stomach and stimulate the torpid liver and bowel;*, which :-n<J. r them of unequalled
efficacy In cleansing the blond of all impurities, and
imparting new life and \ igof to the whole system.
FOR Sit IN DISEASED, l.i uptions,Tetter, Pale
Rheum,Blotches, Spot s Pimple*, Pustules, lhnl*, Carbuncles, Ring-Worm •>. feald !1. a l.SoroKyca, Ktysip.
elas, Itch, Scurfs, Dkeoloratior.a otTUG Skin, Humors

BA( ’IvACil E.

'ought

'i

1 ran spare nt and clear as crystal, it w.i! not soil the
finest frbrie—perfectly SAKI! » l,KAN and i.l'Hi
K.NT
le«ideratums
l.uM, SOI Cil I toll AM*
H >1 M* A I 1, AS 1
1! restore< and prevents the Hair from
becoming <iray
imparts a suit, glossy appearance, removes lhindruil, is
cool and refreshing to the head, checks tlie Hair trout
tailing nil, and restores it to u great extent when prema
tur. lv lo-t. prevents Headaches, car. s all
Humors, cu
taiieous eruptions, uml unuatural Heat.
As A IHtLSSinc rui: Tin: iiaii: it- is im p.F.sr ai:h< i.m
IN i'll K AIAKK Li.
|)li.
SMITH, Patentee, Croton .Junction, Mass.
<!
a i:
Prepared only by I'ltOr 'TF.lt HKO I'll rllLS, <Gloucester.
Mas-, 'i’tn- Cenuine i-put up In a pannel bottle, mud.
STEAMER
(HE
expies-d. f..r it, with the name id tl.e article brown in
the glass. Ask jour l>ruggi>t to: .Nature’s Hair It.-stoi
,o ve, an.1 l.ike no other.
Ajj-Liu lose Hirer-cent -tamp, and send for Tivutt.-e
H. S. RICH
on it e Human IIair," which is wort n y..uo.ou to anv per I
liiuos: >'
1 Will leave liKI.FASl lor 1UJS ioN every iW.itidav
o’clock V. M.,

Iflood, which i? generally produced by derangemeri.
of the Digestive Oiuaus.
DYSPEPSIA OSi I > DIGESTION Headr.che, Pain in the eh -aiders, oaghs, Tightness of the
Chest, Dizziness, K-mr 1.l actations ui tho Stomach,
Bad taste in the .\i.-uili, Ifnoun Attacks, Palpitation
,,i the Heart, Imiai.iU.uth:.. of the I.ur.gs,Pain la the
c-t the llidn-y-, i;:.d a I'.undr• d other paimut

j

was}

w

h

SA X ! O li 1)S

’’*•

lor Itiilaimnittoi y ami caromc idieuiuii(ism and iUtid, l>> spcjMia in- 1 udlffe‘stiou,
ill lion n, Kciiniit at a ad luunnilUul Fever*.
Disease* ol the ltioud, l.ivu, Kidneys, and
illadder, these flitter* have bee:; most successcaused by Vitiated
Much Diseases ui
in!.

<

••

DRINK,

point of repair.

■

a

H

Hair

•;

I

fought

VILH

CltKAT lil.OOl) PI IS 11’ 1ICJf aud A UFK
U1\1M1 PHINCI PI-1C a perfect lienovator and
Invigorutor oftli.* y-u :.i, can svug o‘V all poisonous
matter and rest
in;.; toe U.o.d m a healthy condition.
Ko person can take tu.-e liiuem u. coaling to direction aud remain long inw '1
-n incurable case, provide
»10U will he piv* n f
me bones are not de-urnyi d hy mineral poison ov
t ^.o:s wasted be yond the
other means, and the\it-l

how ro sui mm patents.

■»

V

**

.«

j
j

i’?

';<

Made of Pom- Hum. Whiskey, Praof spirit*
loicvl spiced and sweetuud itcitisc l.i.iiior-i
iuiiics,
Appetizened to please r.-m-m. » ailed
ers," Restorers. a.-., that k-a.l the tippler on to
drunkenness and ruin, bid are a true aiediciue,uiaiie
how the Native knots aud Herbs of California, free
i hoy are the
ii'diii ail Alcoholic Stimulants,

I

*•

*,

..

Contains no LAC SULPHUR- No
SUGAR OF LEAD-No LITHARGE No NITRATE OF SILVER, and is entirely free from
the Poisonous and Health-destroying Drugs used in other

usroij n; orc>m cr»

described by the kilter:

I
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“When the 1 a-1 di'h had departed. I’m rail totally
1. *S?Wm Bi \ ’ic-iHiii,..! i«»» i
confounded me with a proposal i,»i* which I wm- iiiamhlm. ('.Mitt.,
importer md Dealer in Flov.x-r
.Mr. Phillip', a- this
any thing but prepared.
and V.*vcl.able Seed*. Plant-, Itilihous H .ot', etc. C.dathe lirsl of. i hope, your many \ i'ii' m lie* IVim \
I gu.' n a I. d-.iuii ii..
I r« e.
I may as welt at mi *.* initiate you iaio tin* j»,*.• nt'.ro -kl a,
iiiu
1'-. !.
1 n -ed to ! hillk. We I Wo
! liarities of the place. Y.<a may oIk. e. tb.*m.di
W ou 1 d love to show siidi pretty sight- a- Iho-e,
the
is
cleared.
board
Iliere
are no propo'ilimi* tor a
\ bird, a bnltertlv, a crimson rose.
To ey* s ofbubv blue !
ji symposium, it all depend* upon you. .M \ friend'
‘here generally piefer a walk alter dinner. Ji is a
Weil, it will >.uni In' past;
'weet evening.
Hut if you wMi for wine, *a\
Aid vou will plant bright flower- upon our earth, without ceremonykven now I can si ,* Cun an'*
neI .mi wee bud 1.lighted in it* birth:
star-like eve* twinkling at tin- disajip.uniment no
OF ["LOWER AND VEGETABLE SEEDS,
We gal Ill-red violets l:l-t.
j doubtbe visible in niv i;na*. I had beard, and truly, A ND SlfMMEtt FLOWERING IW lAiS
: that
was never moiv delightful than wiili a ha'll
<-10.1 night. love.
1 am tired.
idMi
j a dozen friends alter dinner over In-bottle. The
How the old hill, with its forests crowned,
! hope in which I had so long reveled wa reali/vd
Will he rea.lv for mailing by the middle ot January, notmiles on the wealth of sweej in*/ upland* round
! at la*!, and hero eaine thi* infernal walk and tin* withstanding oar great io < of'type, paper, engravings,
l*.v <la\'s last glory tired:
j sweet evening? < *. how 1 would have bailed a &e by tin-, which de-1 myed t he .Fob Print ing o I lice of
<ui.l ('hroni<‘le, y’dh i H-eemher,
; thunder-storm 1 Hut, to say tin* truth, tin* sun was tin- Poehest. i- Hen)
1"
It will he printed on a most elegant iw-w tinted
| 'billing, and the bird' wvrc'singing, and the bower* p q.er, and illustrated
I HE UNCHANGEABLE.
w it>1 nearly
! were blooming so *«w« etlv on that autumn c \o. 1 hat
S'm* HH <i ii ti red Ori^hial &iig'i«ivi»gs.
I wondering not at tin* wi'b of my companion-. 1 alThe season- cmne ami go,
> ■'led for the walk.
And two lirn-'s executed Colored Plate-*
» m vilifiNever was man
speciuu-ns lor
i.l- u.-ealt illin iums in us ebb and flow,
all ot which were grow n le. ourselves the just season !
W<* took the walk, no doubt, but il was only
ed.
.1- Wi*nd tle-ir way through trackless spa e.
..f S -e.ls.
Horn
our
own
sleek
In
the
originality, exe■»the dining-room,wln*r.*.on a d**ort freshly culled
M moon l’o 11s up and shows her placid hue,
cution and extent oi liie enirravings if is unlike and
11id all things Inngc but Thee, Creator, King
j from iii.* garden, ami rare wines for which bis eminently superior !-> au\ of he,- c .i tlogiie or ‘Floral
hours Uuide’* extant.
*.
tdl that i-, tin vole exhaitsiless spring.
| boards were celebrated, we pa -i*d tin.
which formed an era in my life."
I lie Catalogue will cji'.-i-t of I it Pages, and US soon
1 ii sunshine and in shower,
as published W il! he -lent free 1 o all who ordered Seeds
'ii
;»nd v waste- and in the rose-chid bower,
j Curran aifords another remarkable din-: from us by ln.iil the 1.» t s.c:>on. In others :i charge ot
A. id.
we greet Thy pre-ence; and the streams,
I I rati.»i' that mm is inherit and tain* alter tin* ! Cents per copy Will he made, which is not IliO Value ot
\V. is-ui.-our Ineruls that the ini.ar make the meadow bright with flashing gleams ! mothir more than tin* lather.
Hi latln r was the Colored Plate
..lur-eint-nTS we Oiler to pmvli l-i-r.s ol Seeds, as to quality
Hmm- their sweet tale to tell ot Him whosehainl
an ordinary man in point of mtellei i, ! ut bis :
and extent .•( :■ loek, I »i'counts and Premiums, ar.- tin
*' «their green
i
the
pathway through
plea-uni inothei w as renow ned for her w il and eh»-j surpassed, PI.-.i n- -end orders for Cat .logm-.- w ithout
laud.
•
{lienee, and to her Curran attributed his j delay. Our f ahnaal Pf. nuna far 1171.
k ii-nds falter at our side :
in those** respect-.
.superiority
\\ ill he ready t..-end -il
V\ e ill ii v liii-ite- hopes die, life's whelming tide
Irotary. 't lie ClllOIHO WiI!
Cur correspondent wants |o know why it represent t orts two \ ari.-tt. oi .-h«»wy and popular
'ti.iiid- our trail bark upon a hostile shore,
-o
<r
c< lor.
a
ml
oi
natural
\Ye design to make
t-.ut Thou art there and
| was that Curran, wlio wn tin* /»*eneral at-! ilFlowers,
the lie-t Plate ot I lowers e\e|- is-iu-.l.
chan^eies- e\ennore.
S.i.-e,
\v. I hull ml there! the Knot; within whose shade
j torney for prisoner:; in the h ading- Irish iimin i. flier, tail value would heat h-ast Two Dollar:
be w« arv »\ md-rer's feet in peace are stayed.
State trials, was not retained for Hubert Kin i we ih-ill, iuno’v er, liirnish it to cusU-mer' at
» c-nti
|
>id.-r^ lot
p. r copy, and idler it .s a lTem.um upon
! met. JI e was nominated I»v him, but
I 11to man’s restless heart
I
See Catalogue When out.
S:
1
s> bat elan a -in uiiee doth the truth impai t
not
xpeeled to act on account oi tin* fact
nRIGGS & RROTHfR. Rochester, N. V,
that \ ben 'mid ceaseless change art changeless that Kmmet bad formed :i
clandestine love j
still,
attachment to Ciirnm's daughter.
No man
cnidinr. < outioiling, mini*' go>d and ill,
! was evermore astonished limn Curran wa
\nd di.iwing iiiin by gentlest ties I•> leave
n\ ith Thee « e h burden andtliethoiights thutirrieve. when the Covernment olbeers, on .-curdling
m
nisi: \sr
mi', i
miii.ws.i
lull tin in it io n ol tli- l>In--v■ i, l nil.ua mat Ion <d tin; his In one for treasonable documents between i
j
« >. licfllge :»1\VaVs
nigh
i it t »-f I r«- with t In* lit tit*
nr
aiiv
oi
Vrlinii
1‘iit
lil.otiiiT,
him
and
.stumbled
a
Kmniel,
bundle
\ i.l nev er sought in vain! to Thee we fly
ofj
|
upon
:l I W.i
r. i! j
Mil
i :i il d W •*.! Il
ti' ills Ol 1111*
love-letters between Knimnt and his dau**,h 11.'--1 j it I .*!.• Hi i11
u In n leiiipest tossed deceived, or tempted sore
III l.l
ill 1
I
,-llrV
t It i-J,
W.- pun* for the deep rest That evermore
11111l• tir iu.*dn:iin* i < uocr-i u v.
! U-r Sarah.
liefon* his execution Kmmel
\ waits the hear! that finds Thee ; -Hid ihy lay
wrote a beautiful letter to Curran, in which
w i. tin ii ugh the shadow* that eclipse our vva>
l
Dr.
fiackacho Dills
! he narrated tin* manner in which the
eng:)..,
thill V »i.;riiC ;
ti4\eb..-a liar ,ii. .'i!, I •! 1 lor InI ment bad been formed without his
knowledge, j > ul’i, ainl |»r liinUue .1 ill in. I <-di letildnualh «-..-i j
I
11
l
I
!i*
V
ii
Vi
<
•,V.*r.,.l.
il.lo
ainl
rOUt iill U<>
1 M>lli Hit: ( iU«l lilinti l l.qUifcI.
>t the subsequent fate of that dauyhlir: .1:
ifol
S. at by mail ou lvtnii.t ..I
old to drn^gi I
ai. r. urv.
Phi
11 ips says :
tl!l
i KISH
HISTOHY WHO WAS l OHO NOR11"*’
, i1'
i; % u t in ’t
"The *ii it aid hud fallen, the s.-aif.dd had ii- \ j.
tiURY? CURRAN AND F.MMT I
V* hab-iiitt* tli
tim, and the world'-' idle tall, w« ui <*n ,i- u-n.il ;
Wood Si. I*11l^liUf^rlt, t’a.
alter youth and genius and enthusiasm had tIni i
d.< t.liiur .»! it..' I lujuim
mournfully passed away from ii. hut there w ;
» .11 \mn' lit. rai v editor ml.<i iii U- who dial j.nr.t ; »>ne young heart whi.-li KmimTimam* had lone
habitation*--that of hi- |..\e. -vimii.
h it 11 i*«t die * cM.ratr.l Hubert made itvrr.nry v\aL millet ail.I VV .is ivienvii to h> I fiat illustrious Thut heart was broken now. hut the im ige till
j inaiued amid itruin*, d ie* -< .piel to lin brief. :
..i.riw t.» lii'li iiitluiM iiileiiiv, iii hi- h»'1 sj,eei li.
Storv is -oon told.
Her home unhappy, h<
i. -ii» It iiuliynun? Iei ills a- tIn-'*-: ”il all the bloo*l, ! -ad
father otfende«|. her mind daily burrowed l»\ amV Lmi-I. whi.-h h.i heen *he*l under your
soeiiilions reminding her of happim*--, I.»r«-\ or >, ani-a. <1 ministry. «ouht he ioll.vle*l in one great rej
ivoir.your Ie.i.Nliii» might swim in it." The; ish°d, she sought -ilem-e in tin* friendly family of j
•t..•■•lion has heen mooted among some of your. Mr. IVnrose, in the vieinitv ot Cork. She found!
I
11 nit'll*! mil im -il isiaeloi y answer given.! there a frequent gue-t in the per-on of a Captain
>\l*» \v i'run an u*»i runners ••oU'»elv
Sturgeon. This gentleman beeame deeph inietv-ie«l in her fate, and prevailed mi her in her demia
v
Irishman.
1 ion to accept his hand, although -he i..o hulv |..|d
■'iif...
a
.riiim
mu!
iii ; si iiuIVlias-i
inter ftetnre him her alteetioii- were in til.*
original iium.*
In a f.-w
'»’*
v
1
is.'
\'i' !'II: 1 Uiy;i‘. I,- parti*1 1
i
rui-c,| to the position ni Chief Justice | months she was there herself, grave.died in Sioilv
having
i.si Is
:*t'
:! ;■» ?•••'•■ I! ti t f hr initials 111*-' /.'•
i rIn* t ’nmmon Flea- mill made a Peer un- broken-hearted.
That grave i- in \ew-markei.
\
« : lli'Ih 1. I tin! ha-, hrs-i:
lather’s birth-place. Who ran refuse ii a t«-ai
• l«*i
lie* liille hi Lord Norbury.
Phillips. in her
1
i’u.
he
v.'.sin
sweet
lim-*'
of
Known since 1829,
Moore
y
eoininemorabfollowing
in- Life nt ('uri-tii, the great Iri-h barrister,
her misfortune, and it i- said that when left alone
\ .*1 (Mi! rltaSs 11 nr..: ! jnsi.it Oil hu\ iiu' it
n
rilips Toler as short and pussy, with a she was heard to
lhtl«# \i.i •.* i.-h !<» ha\
sing them a! Mr. IVnro-o'u*i imitation
■-ui.il \ i a h
and a liille gray, twinkling, ; She Is far from the land wh re her
lot 1***1 it] >0:1 t ht'111
young hero -a-.-j.s,
:
Ami
lovers
mound
whose
her
are
set
at
;
sighing
appearance
laughing eye,
dignity
■t* ii UK'.,’ and put gravity to tiight.
lie was tint coldly she turns from tlo-ir gaze uuJ w.-ep
i>i:ii
roiu
For her h« art in hi? grave is lying.
jV r fi-fli 4 >a *j4
n i'i
without
noled duelist, who had
sii]).*rit i:i ■*t i r iii
three per: 11 r to tin* Skin. S it: l.v m.ol
-•!.
She rings the wild songs ol her dear native plain*,
tie-, and for his services lo the Government j
l vef y note which lie loved ere waking.
■;
that particular, they being in the opposi-' All, litile they think who delight in her vir.«ini!8*31.4 vrs
n \ ri-'asr.
iiow
t tie lie.il ol t tie Inilist re! i
lire if i i,g
ti' u. hi*, elevation was due
lie had hut lit- !
lolii-vi--1 nio-.L ioi.-m j. .ro\\ m- in ;v
.tint *-!
!••• Is :l ijn*. .I %’ «-mv.
1‘i ii i*
!!*■ legal knowledge, and when it was pro- lie had lived lor his love, lor Ins country i«.- du-i,
l»> m u!.
i•' .-‘ d lo
They were all that to life had entwined him
appoint him < hief Justice it was op- Nor
TllK ,1 A.I1 A N
il \Lli STAIN
soon shall the tears of his country In dried,
p*|-i'il by Lord Clarke, who said: “Make
Nor loug will his love stay behind him.
r.
in* whi-.loi' till !| t.iil'iiltilill l: l.
or
him a t'hiel Justice! Oh! no; if he must
-1
of 111/
Cilits i
ItltV'WN. Il «*. n
id'll.
nh ! make tier a bier where the sunbeams re*r
(■;»/,
*
mount the I tench, make him a
jit n!. A
S.
\ •.
.• a
! •'i! A \!
m- M ivrt,
When they promts.- h glorious morrow
liishop or an
.'
l'!til.nl *l|»lii t, i'.i,
i,
:!l.ii <
ni
r.
il’t !.»y all I >ni£-j
shine on her sleep like u smile irum the Wert.
Ovhbislinp —any thing hut a Chiet Justice.'’ They’ll
From her own loved island ol sorrow
Hut on to ti.,* bench lie went, and held the
|.h* ilioii for years, until, having fallen asleep
('apt Sturgeon, who sur\ ived h«T many
USC I HE “VEGE I AUL.E
I u
y( t
'luring.a trial for murder, and exhibited en- years, (lied in battle in tin* IViiiiisiil.tr War. ; I l-£.l
K.YSOYi tit) MU i.* 1 VJ .” 101
re unfitness for the
not resist tin* inclination to clo-c!
We
can
his
position,
resignation
i !..* ni l st unl.u .1 r. ni -1. |..r rou.h\ »'•
ts, Consmiii;) |
was extorted from him.
these reminiscences ot a sad
<

4
A
A
4
fi

|

l.ook at that pretty bird.
I h ii- mid the fallen rose-h-uves—in my dreams,
w iif-ii. shy and wed as April
earliest gleam*,
i
'h hope-, within me -Ained :

M

IMitiU iMii; OO
bv mail Ire**.
Teaches how to cure all
s
hair,
'kin,
per.M>n;
«y<<, coinphxion.
W rite to7H Hroa-lwav, N< w York.
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s>*nt

Ol'i’F.ltH

Ilii'li. hii'li. dear! had 1 known
!>- ath lin ked still closer, think you l had sought
turn or 'lay?
Nay, it i- cheaply bought,
'■mch year as ours, mine own.

iir.it.v•-

S. #. FlTi’II'H

\ Porti iio of Jirsf-ciass W if and Humor, containing
tin- Ui. liest Comical Maries, Cruel Sells. Side-Splitting
Jokes, Humorous l'ocfrv, Uu.dnt Parodies, liurles.jue
Sermons, Ne.v Conundrums and Mirth Provoking
Speeches ever published.
luterspers.-d with Curious
I'ti'.'lrs, Amusing Curd Trick?, Feats ot 1‘arlor Magic
a ml neai 1)
»<>e Funny Liigruv ing.s,
Illustrated Cover,
i’l ice 1J els,
Scot by in til, postage paid, to
ny part ot
tin* l.'hitrd StaD.s, on ivc-ipt id price.
DICK £ Fi 1/
a
1A
Puh:i>h.
N.
Y.
s,
nn-st.,
CF.UALD,

HI JTtN 1 1AM

and alter Monday, I)ee, -*•'», isro, trains will run befollow
tween Belfast and Burnham
Reave Belfast, 7 A. M.; City Point, 7.1.' A, M., Brook..17 A.M.; Thorndike, s. jo A. JR; Cully, b. 1 AM.
Burnham, Ar. 'JAM.; Mixed, !,!" 1* M.: 1.'> B JR
I
* v,
RR" P. M.; ::..Vl P. M ;
P. M.
P.M.:
Burnham,.'*.45 P. M.; l.’nlty, d.ll P. JR ; Thorndike, o.
I
1*.
Belt
Ji..
I*. M.; Brooks, ti,r»4
11,; City Point,.
T,
1"
AM.
.:*.x 1*. M.: Mixed, *•.;»«» A. M.; to.Pi A, JR
11.v,
A.
\:.U
p.
11 .oh a. M.:
M.
M.;
Passenger Train leaving Belfast at AM., count-..]-

(>»

;•-

Dlt.pages;
*1i-*-:i‘t
uf th>-

“Mark well that alight. >ln»rl ligmv, ivm*i1c" Full instructions, l.i-. d on -nn'ces.y'ul <‘.‘j).-rioii>\, Mailed
! gait, Mirgin motion and speaking gesture- In* w ith tree nil receipt .»| -0 ets. hy
H,
hrniu. Ohio.
i lilt* Uplifted 1'aee, protruded under lip, and eve- like
See how Hie young men ehi'ler
; living diamonds.
Par'r«
* \M 4« I4 8IKHM *
j around him. Observe the spell-bound ga.v hark
: t.* the ringing laughter.
lit scekiu*. locations tor Inisiin-ss will fin.I at liurThat i* Curran—theorigid.-iand
N.-w
three
New
York
hours
from
v,
<
tin*
tie*
lin.vton,
woiidrou*.
inimitable
iirran—wb-» [
| nal,
I ■'poke a' poet*
in tln-ir in*pira!n»n wioic, and | one f a nn Philadelphia, .wiry convenience ot kail road
an«l river traffic, ea.il, iron and lumber, ut the lowest
Mpiandered wit with Kabelai>' profusion—Curran, pi i. h, churches, school-*, seven thousand inhabitants,
! wliO'** word*, merry and mm.rutiil a* bis coiintnN | and
a population ottering them land, buildings, low
i UUl*ii commanded ieuis «»r iuilvhtet at hi- bidding." tax. ,*, a cordial Welcome, and «.ther inducements lor
l ull ].aiticnla:-j
id on application to N.
The amusing; and ovniul wit of Curran | loc.diiig.
;
I ! I PKk, ( iiairman ot
..lumitte, mi I‘ii1.1 i. Improvewas well illustrated the lir*t time he met Mr.
Hill
N
lilrlltn,
liugtOll,
! Phillips ;it Jds ((’urr.m'- ) board. Il is ihic

tYom the old tower at home,
W hen we two started oil life's path—ah me*
a- w ell we had no prophet's eyes to see
How sown the eud would corne.
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SIGHT IS riW'ELESS!

VO/i

OPEN TO

;•!.

i l iiM.cmmn » wtri r i t a: f%>*
i?A l.adi«*f(. Pittsfield, M is*. i.oiigand widely known
f<a’ sii|wn.>i iiIixi• ami rare be auv «>t loc itlou. !n» *r.l
for hall year, commeneiiif;
and I ;j •!* -•. tuition,
l'< b
Sp- •-..*! let ms to Itric.-.i pati oils and teach* *
P.i
«•. V. SPKA It, Principal.

TRUNK FULL OF F UN.

Cannot

Montiy

Ifllast it Moosdlinlii Litkc \i K
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WHAT ARE THEY ?

personelle ilms:
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n-ti'j.
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I heard a clang,
l.i-ti n
•leilow aid musical ol‘ far-oif bell':
ii ov sillily through the golden air w swell-!
11 lie joy-peal rang,
J list

'!,?1

ffundiw*

particulars
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J*-il h<»w tlie great waves
In mug Jow thunder-mw-ie at our teei :
llo.v Jul below our favorite woodland -eat
1 be bright beck danced aii«1 flashed.

vineSar

who outage in our u-w bnsine-is make trom $.» !«.• ?p2*>
and
l»c*«* dar in their own localities. Pull
instruction' sent tree hy mail. Those ill n* cd of mrimiueu!, profitable work, •honl.i address at onee. <*!•.<>.
Sll NX
& co., Port laud, Maine.
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tender hand*
cv.'i knit again the failing Miami
The :d w wave* wash in tw ain
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Hi n d tu* answered.
Hti. c hour* Il'ilUtH
4\i, t.. * g,
M .-ton dulv “j lv/o.
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Slices and Rubbers.
m.

vou will iiud the
he cheapest, price-.
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Larg ?t and ii eat assortment
Hid
In ‘-elect tr ,|U lu the ell S
< his 1111ii work done in th
/ iiP<: sa,ua ui tfir
d .ck, at the Lowest i'nce-. AI-OJ i.nliUjfdntic in the
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Sal# by all Dealers,
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at / jwf

lil.UI’h,

Belfast, Maine.
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Two
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Coasters for Sale.

1,1
I W'o I.IUHT VBAKf
>*l*“K tw huoiiera ol the capacity ot ooi
uundud and oh
hundred and twenty-live thousand
r.un^or luuib. r. one n a wry desirable Day vessel, tbev
u< in goodl order, and well found
*ud now at this port,
1 will >ui turiu low for c^tb .1
applied for soon.
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HOOTS A SHOKS,

Hellas! & i\]uosi'li(‘ail L. II II
ontu -11 u
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to suit.
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